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The source of the global financial breakdown was not in the risk technology or the people in charge of the systems, but in the people who ignored the warnings. Risk
practices went out the window as firms chased profits with reckless abandon. How do we avoid
this risk calamity in the future? The New Data Imperative: Managing Real-Time Risk in Capital
Markets is a start. Written by Raj Nathan, Irfan Khan and Sinan Baskan, this slim volume is a
clear-eyed roadmap for building a reinforced data enterprise that will help fortify today’s
ambitious investment firms. ...
Posted June 26

One of my biggest concerns about the financial crisis is that once the dust
settles and the recovery sets in, financial firms will go back to“business as usual”and nothing will
have been learned, except that you don’t buy what Goldman Sachs is dumping. Firms everywhere
failed to understand their real risk exposures and it almost led to a systemic collapse. So have they
changed their ways? Is risk management a higher priority than before and will it last? One survey
suggests that it will. Real-time risk management is the catchphrase on everybody’s lips—and
according to a survey carried out by complex event processing technology vendor Aleri, it has
thankfully also become a reality for many financial services firms. ...
Posted July 14
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iPod Sets the Trends

Oscar Wilde noted that life imitates art far more than art imitates life.
When it comes to the iPod, Apple created a work of art—therefore,“life”in this equation would be
trading systems and front ends. That’s right—trading systems and front ends. Recently, I have
noticed several technology vendors reference the iPod’s and the iPhone’s sleek design, modular
applications, ease-of-use and other features that make the Apple gadgets so popular, when
speaking about their trading front ends. ...
Posted July 7
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One More Nail in the Coffin

The Spanish Stock Exchange bid adios to screaming and waving—at least as
a means to perform trades—on July 10, as the final 42 shares still traded in outcry pits relocated to
an electronic trading environment. The 42 companies traded via open outcry were originally
considered to be less liquid and not appropriate for the continuous market. They make up less than
1 percent of the total volume on the exchange and will now join the other 99-plus percent on
Sistema de Interconexión Bursátil Español, the exchange’s electronic trading system. ... Posted July 7
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Press
Restart
Editor Phil Albinus
phil.albinus@incisivemedia.com

s it time to turn off the infrastructure?
We might be headed in that way.
Wall Street has slowly moved away
from old bulky technology and toward
sleeker, faster, more secure solutions. If you
traveled back to the early 1980s, the back
offices of investment firms would be filled
with hulking Cray mainframes the size of
restaurant freezers. Now there are rows of
small servers and blade racks. The first
networks were brought in by traders who
wanted to share information among their
PCs, which they bought on their own dime,
and the CIOs often found out about these
new additions after other traders demanded
the same capabilities. Smart phones,
instant messaging, e-mail, USB keychains
and Wi-Fi soon followed.
All of these innovations added maintenance headaches for the CIO but there is
one unavoidable truth here: These solutions
are working better and more reliably than
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ever. Fifteen years ago, your network
crashed with greater frequency than a
politician caught cheating on his wife. Now,
network outages are a rare occurrence and
the back-up systems often kick in before the
trader realizes there was a momentary loss
of service. On the development side,
software programming has become such a
commodity that banks don’t lose sleep
when sending large-scale projects overseas.
Thanks to the recession, Wall Street and
the City of London have gotten used to tight
IT budgets, smaller IT staffs and more
disruptive technologies. IT staffs may be
harried but projects are still going forward
to address latency, emerging markets and
new trading strategies. As firms realize that
they have not only survived in the crisis but
even thrived in it, they will see IT in a whole
new light.
Do we really need all of this overhead? IT
is a cost center, isn’t it? Relax. No one is
suggesting that Citi or Goldman Sachs fire
the IT staff but how long can firms dedicate
70 percent of their budget to keeping the
lights on and the machines humming? You
can hear the budget directors grumble as
CIOs submit their requests for an additional
2 percent in spending. If we can send
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resources out to the cloud, why can’t we
turn off the infrastructure for a few hours
each day or a few days each week?
This is where cloud computing could
shine. If Amazon and Google can offer a
robust grid network and cloud computing
services for small project without any
glitches, the projects will only grow in scale
and scope. Once IT managers see true
results and savings while the firm’s data
remains safe and sound, budget directors
might wonder why most of the budget is
going to system maintenance. You can hear
them now: “Why are we paying for this
when we can send it to Amazon?”
Of course, issues remain. Firms hate to
surrender their data to anyone outside the
bank. Also, if Amazon or Google were to
suffer a glitch, no one would want to be the
CIO who trusted a mission-critical project
on this new technology paradigm. Perhaps
a private cloud from a financial services
provider such as Tibco is a smarter choice.
No one is saying that IT will disappear
entirely or that the machines will run
themselves. But it stands to reason that
cloud computing and other technologies
could put your bank’s infrastructure on a
light dimmer. n
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As the most experienced vendor in the industry,
Fidelity ActionsXchange has delivered flexible, technology-driven
corporate actions solutions to the worldwide financial services
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Leveraging our unparalleled expertise, technology
and service, we offer solutions that source, enhance, compare and
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highest degree of control over their global event information.
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Perspectives

New or upcoming on the research agenda:

Trading Technology

Savvy IT leaders are employing
green IT to marry ecological aspirations with financial realities in
today’s harsh economic climate.
Twice as many organizations
expect to accelerate their green IT
plans than expect to slow them down, partly because
green IT initiatives can expose opportunities for
cost reduction that were otherwise hidden. Read
more in a new report by Forrester analyst Doug
Washburn.

Citi Adopts TradeSmart, Sunsets LavaX

For buy-side traders, choosing the
right asset class for a particular
trade has become very difficult.
The challenge of choosing the most
efficient, most cost-effective trading
vehicle and trading strategy for the
implementation of a portfolio manager’s investment
decision is the focus of the latest Tabb Group vision
note, by senior analyst Laurie Berke.
Like much of the financial services world, the equity
options industry is awaiting the rules for their
marketplace to be finalized by the SEC. A new report
from Aite Group senior analyst Paul Zubulake
examines regulations currently being developed or
reworked by the US Securities and Exchange
Commission that will directly affect the equity
options industry.
The economic crisis is having a more limited impact
on China’s IT hardware industry compared to other
countries, according to a report by Gartner research
vice president Jennifer Wu. More than 50 percent
of large organizations surveyed have maintained or
increased their IT hardware budgets from pre-downturn levels.
New developments in mainframe
automation and other technologies
increasingly support the use of
mainframes for delivering cloudcomputing advantages, and help
accelerate the ability to solve
computing challenges around cost,
power, energy use and reliability, writes Dana
Gardner, principal analyst with Interarbor Solutions.
Securities and investment firms will reduce their
spending on technology and allocate their resources
differently over the next three years, thanks to the
global financial crisis, according to a recent research
note by TowerGroup.
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Global banking giant Citi has chosen to
replace its internally developed singlestock LavaX execution management
system (EMS) in favor of deploying the
hosted multi-asset class TradeSmart
pl at fo r m f rom E M S prov ide r
TradingScreen, writes sibling publication Dealing with Technology (DWT).
“We spent a fair amount of time reviewing the available EMS vendors and chose
TradingScreen for the breadth of its offering,” says Shane Swanson, head of electronic transaction services for Citi’s Lava
Trading business. TradeSmart will become
Citi’s preferred institutional buy-side EMS
platform to access Lava smart-routing
technology, explains Swanson. “This
includes the LavaFlow ECN, GOTO routing and ColorBook,” he adds.
Citi plans to begin the transition to the
new front-end trading platform immediately. According to Swanson, the goal is to

make the transition as smooth as possible.
There is already a transition plan in place.
“We will provide support for the LavaX EMS
platform throughout the remainder of the
year, but clients will be able to move to the
new platform immediately,” says Swanson.
“Current LavaX clients that have multibroker sponsor agreements will be able to
maintain those as we transition over to the
new EMS,” he adds.
Firms implementing the Java-based
platform will need to download it from
TradingSceeen’s secure Web site and then
connect to the vendor’s systems via an
Internet or third-party network connection,
says Michael Chin, president of
TradingScreen. “We are completely agnostic on how they connect into us. They can
connect into any one of our four datacenters and they are up and running in a matter
of minutes,” he says.
—Rob Daly

Market Data

S&P on Bloomberg Raises User Concerns
Plans by Standard & Poor’s and Bloomberg
to make S&P index component weightings available as a premium subscription
dataset via Bloomberg have irked some
at end-user firms, who are complaining
about a lack of communication and price
transparency, according to sibling publication Inside Market Data.
Users say that not only does the move
introduce new fees at a particularly
budget-sensitive time, but also that the
vendors have not communicated how
much the data will cost. They add that
firms are delaying signing up subscribers for the data until they receive a firm
pricing schedule. Users could previously
access S&P index data as part of their
subscription to Bloomberg Professional,
provided by S&P at the end of each day,
and Bloomberg calculated its own
synthetic intra-day index values and
weightings, while users could receive
official constituent-level data via a separate contract with S&P.
As of June 15, clients need a separate

agreement with S&P to access the official datasets. However, S&P officials
confirm that the vendor is allowing
“some” clients to access the data without
signing a new agreement, to allow
continued access to the data while they
work out which of their users need the
data and will therefore be liable for fees
going forward, though officials say that
“for the most part ... the transition has
gone fairly well.”
Although the move should ensure reliable data, some users are reluctant to
accept the new terms until they know
more, having already claimed that not
enough notice was given by the vendors
for firms to prepare for the June 15 cutover,
which was communicated to users via
their Bloomberg screens in April.
S&P officials say the move simply
brings the arrangement in line with its
other vendor distribution agreements,
and the same model used by other index
providers.
—Max Bowie and Jean-Paul Carbonnier
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NEW TOOLS

Position Keeping

60

SECONDS

The International Securities Exchange (ISE) has
elected three new members to its Board of
Directors. Michael Kuhn, CIO of Deutsche Börse
AG; and Michael Monaco, senior managing director of Conway Del Genio Gries and Co., will join the
ISE Board as non-industry directors. J. Slade
Winchester, head of US and international business
development, technology and operations for the
Citigroup Derivatives Markets, options market
makers, will join the Board as a representative of
ISE’s Competitive Market Makers (CMMs).
New York-based technology
provider FTEN has hired Valerie
Bannert-Thurner (right), who will
assume responsibilities as
European executive director as part
of FTEN’s expansion into the region.
Bannert-Thurner previously established European
operations for Skyler, where she held a variety of
executive positions including head of product strategy, strategic alliances, marketing and business
development. In her new role, she will focus on
adapting the vendor’s business model and partnering arrangements to the European landscape, and
introducing best practices for high-frequency trading and high-frequency risk controls.
Richard Levin has joined alternative trading

Fred Cohen

group vice president,
head of global asset
management practice,
Patni Americas

system (ATS) SecondMarket as
general counsel, chief compliance
officer and secretary to the board of
directors. Prior to joining
SecondMarket, Levin (right) was
general counsel, chief compliance
officer and secretary to the board of directors of Bids
Trading, an ATS owned by 12 major investment
banks. In this role, he was responsible for all legal,
regulatory and compliance matters associated with
the firm’s US broker-dealer and ATS. He has also
held legal and compliance positions at EquiLend
HoldingsNexTrade Holdings and Knight Trading
Group.
The International Capital Market Association
(ICMA) has appointed Martin Scheck CEO and
René Karsenti president, effective Aug. 1. Scheck
will lead ICMA’s activities in promoting the development and efficient functioning of the international
capital market. He has been a board member of
ICMA since 2004 and is the chairman of its audit,
compliance and governance committee. He joins
ICMA from UBS in Zurich. As president, Karsenti
will have primary responsibilities to represent
ICMA’s interests in its interaction with governments,
regulatory bodies, other trade associations and
international organizations.

Gloss Polished Up
Broadridge Financial Solutions
announces the latest version of
Gloss, its international securities processing platform, with
increased coverage for Japanese
and other Asia-Pacific markets,
and automated generation and
assignment of tasks for back and
middle-office operations.

Sherpa Connect For FX
MarketFactory launches Sherpa
Connect, providing ultra-low
latency exchange and ECN connectivity for the foreign exchange
market. It also offers optional
connections to third-party middleware to ease integration into
existing trading infrastructure.

RTS Looks South
RTS Realtime Systems’front-end
trading solutions can now be
used on Latin America’s largest
futures exchange, BM&F Bovespa,
via the CME Group’s Globex
platform.

What projects are you currently working on?

staff in increasing levels of thought leadership, advanced

A total recast of Patni’s Asset Management “Go To

inspired design and operational support in the next 12

Market” strategy from primarily staff augmentation to

months would not be unrealistic, as long as the markets

hosted and managed solutions. We have nine new solu-

continue their improvement.

tions being released in 2009, including the hosted global
reconciliation factory, end-to-end outsourced market data

What portion of your job occupies your time the

facility, and a super high-speed asset management data

most?

mart that delivers quantitative analytics, risk, compliance

Negotiations with external alliance partners and internal

and market data up to 100 times faster than traditional

Patni partners.

data warehouses.
What was your first job?
What will be the big trend of 2009?

Paramedic in the US Air Force. For 11 years, that pro-

Hosted managed solutions as a service for all com-

vided me pragmatic focus on what is really a crisis and

moditized back-office infrastructure such as market

what is just a management issue and how to rapidly deal

data, recon, analytics and compliance. These managed

with each.

services all save clients money and move fixed expense
to easily leveraged variable cost, which can be quickly

What book are you currently reading?

ramped up or down. Let the institution focus resources on

Strangely enough, it is a cookbook by Thomas Keller of

making investment revenue, not building commoditized

The French Laundry restaurant. I get the same creative

infrastructure.

satisfaction from gourmet cooking as I do from designing
and executing new systems.

Will you hire new IT recruits this year?
We will bring in new talented staff in IT and business areas

What DVD is in the DVD player?

where our clients need them most. With more than 17,000

The Perfect Storm—living only a few miles from Glouces-

professionals on staff, we are always hiring. Given the way

ter, Mass., I’ve boated these waters for years and can feel

the economy is starting to improve, adding 1,000 new

the connection.
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Tailoring TCA
to Asia
A wide-ranging Asian market with daunting market data challenges put transactional cost analysis at
the bottom of the to-do list. One global crisis later, TCA is now a hot commodity. By Lauren Hilgers
year ago, when returns were
high and liquidity was on the
rise, best execution took a
backseat in Asia. Industry
observers and participants thought that
there were more pressing concerns such
as connectivity, direct market access
(DMA) and opening up more trading
venues. The current financial crisis,
however, has encouraged many investors
to take a closer look at their costs, which
has become the driving force for renewed
interest in transaction cost analysis
(TCA) in the region.
“When things are good people tend to
overlook certain things,” says Sang Lee,
co-founder and managing partner of
Boston-based consultancy Aite Group.
“When things go bad people want to
figure out every cent.”
TCA, put simply, is a system of data
reporting that details the explicit and
implicit costs of executing a transaction.
Investors and traders use it to measure
the efficiency of trading strategies and
execution. TCA systems have been in
place in the US and Europe for years,
thanks in part to regulatory pressure to
provide best execution. Without similar
regulation, Asia has lagged somewhat
behind in adopting TCA practices and
technologies.
Experts say that although interest in
TCA is now on the rise, implementing
these programs that are useful, timely
and usable can be challenging in a region
with fragmented markets and slow data.

A
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Further, TCA can be a chore to use and
not all traders are convinced that TCA is
worth the trouble. “There are a lot of
difficulties, especially in the Asian
market,” says Lee. “There is no such
thing as a Pan-Asian marketplace and
you have much more disparate data that
you may have to analyze. The key
question here is whether TCA is something that can be done effectively or
whether it is something that becomes
just another part of a checklist.”

the investment process than just the time
at which you pressed the button.”
Some of the concerns in the survey apply
directly to Asia and other emerging
markets. For international traders there are
no set benchmarks in TCA, particularly in
markets outside the US and Europe. “In
Asia you have a more fragmented market
and there would be less consistency,” says
Jennifer Litwin, director of institutional
marketing at Greenwich. “People want to
see a more global perspective.”

TCA AROUND THE WORLD

ADOPTION IN ASIA

Asia is not the only capital markets region
giving TCA a closer look. According to a
report released in June by Greenwich
Associates, an institutional financial
services consulting firm based in Stamford,
Conn., 81 percent of 104 buy-side institutions surveyed used some form of TCA, but
many are looking for improvements.
“TCA is not a new thing in the Western
market,” says Kevin Kozlowski, product
manager for institutional equity markets at
Greenwich. “But with everything that has
gone on in the past 24 months, there has
been increased scrutiny on TCA.”
In the past, traders complained that
TCA was not a flexible enough to fulfill the
needs of an international institution
trading many markets. The systems fail to
take into account many aspects of the
investment process that could influence a
trade. “Part of the problem with TCA is
that it is taking a slice out of that big
picture,” Kozlowski says. “There is more to

Mark Brady, head of electronic trading
services in the Asia-Pacific region for
electronic brokerage Instinet, an electronic
trading firm, says he has seen growing
interest in TCA from Asia since the
financial crisis hit last September. Before
the meltdown, Brady says, traders in the
region paid lip service to analyzing their
costs, but many are now adopting the
technology to do the job correctly.
The first instances of TCA in Asia came
when large asset managers and international traders arrived in the region. “There
are the same requirements here as in the
West for a lot of large asset managers,”
Brady says. “The first wave of transaction
information came through so traders could
show a consulting firm or pension fund
manager that they were trying to make
their best efforts.”
The second wave included post-trade
TCA reports that ran slowly—data and
analysis that would show up a day after the

watersonline.com

“There are a lot of difficulties
in implementing TCA,
especially in Asia. There is
no such thing as a Pan-Asian
marketplace and you have
much more disparate data that
you may have to analyze.”
Sang Lee, Aite Group
trade was made. Today, Brady says,
investors are more interested in the
complete package. “The third level is full
integration with trading platforms and the
ability to generate reports in real time,” he
says. This approach requires reliable and
timely data as well as useful benchmarks
measure performance against.
The challenges to adopting more
thorough TCA in Asia are not small, says
Scott Depetris, global head of accounts for
Portware, a provider of agency-neutral
automated trading software, but he adds
that many traders have signaled a desire for
these solutions. “The region is saying that it
has a value, but you need to examine where
it helps and what changes we need to
make,” he says.
TCA vendors in Asia have their work cut
out for them. “There are regional markets,
large spreads, less liquidity, and higher
volatility,” Depetris says. “It can be difficult
to measure what is impacting your trading.”
Because of the multiple and varying
markets and asset classes that traders in
Asia may access on any given day, data can
be difficult to gather and analyze. Finding
reliable benchmarks to measure performance against is also challenging in the
region.
“We can use volume weighted average
price (VWAP) in Europe and South
America, but it is often not the best
measure for individual firms,” says Depetris.
Many firms are starting to use arrival price
as their benchmark and after some time
using TCA, says Depetris, firms can use
historical data to set their own benchmarks.
TCA vendors are also challenged to
package their data in a digestible way.
“TCA is a very good tool for finding out
what your costs are,” Depetris says. “But
data systems have to work diligently to
provide data that is useful, timely and
applicable to specific trading environments.” n

TCA and the Data Hurdle
HONG KONG—As part of its worldwide release of Newport 3, electronic
brokerage Instinet is bringing transaction cost analysis (TCA) to its clients in
Asia as well as in Europe and the
Americas. The third generation of the
execution management system (EMS),
Newport 3 offers fully integrated preand post-trade, a feature that the firm’s
global clients were demanding.
“When we set out to develop
Newport 3 for global execution, our
customers demanded their EMS
handle thousands of orders, be truly
neutral and have pre- through posttrade TCA fully integrated,” says Frank
Freitas, head of product strategy at
Instinet, in a statement. “We’re
committed to the continual enhancement of Newport 3 to ensure the
platform evolves with our clients’
requirements, and we feel that this
commitment has become even more
compelling in the face of technology
budget cuts across Wall Street.”
The TCA platform offers the capability to track multiple benchmarks in real

time as well as do forecast risk and
analyze trading strategies. Instinet
introduced its TCA tools to Asia last
year, after much preparation. “We spent
a lot of time each day looking at all of
our trades in TCA and comparing data,”
says Mark Brady, head of sales and
distribution for TCA in Asia at Instinet.
"Your data can't be wrong—you have to
be spot on every time."
In Asia, understanding market
structure is essential in creating useful
TCA. Even simple things like market
start and stop times have to be
carefully tailored so TCA users don't
get skewed results. “The big markets
are the easiest,” Brady says. “The
smaller markets often have issues to
smooth out.”
In addition to offering the TCA
platforms within Newport 3, all the
tools included can be offered on a
stand-alone basis. “This way more
people have access to all our suite of
tools,” says Brady. “I think there’s a lot of
opportunity in Asia and I'm excited
about what we have here to offer.” n

Fidessa Targets Asia-Pacific
HONG KONG—In response to
growing demand from local Asian
brokerages, trading technology vendor
Fidessa is expanding its offering of
algorithms in Asia. After introducing
BlueBox, the vendor’s algorithmic
trading system, in Japan in 2007,
Fidessa is bringing the system to
clients in Asia-Pacific.
“Our Asia-Pacific clients are increasingly demanding advanced solutions
for executing their trades, as well as
requiring the flexibility to offer their
own innovations directly to their
clients,” says David Jenkins, business
solutions manager at Fidessa in Asia,
in a statement.
BlueBox allows traders to track
performance indicators in real time and
alter parameters as they go. It also
supports the use of pre-, post- and

intra-trade analytics to evaluate
performance. The new release is
focusing on mid-tier brokers throughout
the region, making it easier for them to
automate their trading activities.
Fidessa’s offering has also been
tailored to fit some of the concerns of
local brokerages operating in Asia, says
Jenkins.
“With this Asian launch we have
initially added new models for volumeand price-weighted average price
(VWAP and TWAP), as well as percent
of volume (POV), passive and short-sell,
tailored for the local markets,” says
Jenkins. “These models are specifically
designed to allow for dual-session
trading days and non-trading periods,
and incorporate model-generated
volume curves, which plot the unique
characteristics of these markets.” n
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Trading Floor
Makeover

Left: The trading floor in action
Right: The remote equipment room

Danish bank Sydbank moves systems hardware off the trading floor and into the datacenter,
centralizing its systems and enabling traders to hot-desk with ease. By John Beck
ith systems nearing obsolescence, Danish bank Sydbank
took the opportunity to
redesign and modernize the
trading floor in its Aabenraa headquarters.
Back in August 2006, the bank’s senior
technologists noticed two major systems in
the firm’s trading area would soon need
replacing—the Ericsson-engineered
telephone system, and the Reuters Prism
video switch. “The Reuters Prism switch
was only covering two-thirds of the trading
floor, could only be used to switch two out
of four screens, and we had limited data
inputs in the basement equipment room.
We were even having problems with
monitor resolution,” says Bo Bergmann,
project manager of the dealing room project
at Sydbank. “The old technology was
approaching the end of its life, so we were
getting to a point when we had to do
something,” he adds.
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The technology team identified several
areas with room for improvement. Until the
new trading floor went live on April 14, each
of Sydbank’s 90 traders typically used a
setup consisting of two PCs, two keyboards,
a number of mice, four screens, two
telephones and intercom boxes. The
complexity of the environment meant that
working out which piece of equipment to
use with each system was sometimes
difficult, says Bergmann. “Each might be
linked physically to different units on the
desk. There was a lot of cable and a lot of
places it could go wrong,” he says.
This plethora of equipment also meant
that staff movements within the trading
floor could prove costly and complicated.
“Each time someone had to move it was
a hassle, not only actually performing
the move but also getting hold of the
right people at the right time to make
the changes,” says Bergmann. Indeed,

each move required the services of as
many as seven internal departments and
external companies in order to change
the seating position of a single trader,
incurring not insignificant management
costs and delays.
Furthermore, the bank was keen to cut
down on the disturbance caused to staff by
noise from the PCs and non-traders present
on the trading floor during business hours.

HOT-DESKING
Sydbank officials considered exactly how
to approach changes to the trading area,
and decided on a complete redesign. “Our
goal was that it should be as modern and
flexible as possible—to make it easy for
the traders to cope with all the information
and systems they have, and to do so in an
easily manageable way,” Bergmann says.
A decision was made to virtualize the
trading environment so traders wouldn’t
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be bound to a specific set of hardware
and could effectively “hot-desk.”
In the redesigned trading floor, there is
no computing hardware at the desks—just
one mouse, one keyboard, four screens and
a single telephone. All other equipment is
safely and centrally stored in a remote
equipment room in the basement, which
means that traders can log onto any
telephone and keyboard at any given
location.
The bank implemented Wey
Technology’s allocation system, which
enables users to share resources such as
market data, creating significant financial
savings. “We have eliminated the cost of
moving people around from something
quite significant to zero,” says Bergmann.
“We don’t need any external companies or
service agreements. It can be done in
minutes and the traders can essentially do
it themselves.” It is also easier for new staff
to join the trading floor, while any equipment failure only requires that a trader move
to another desk, log in and continue
working.
Communication systems were also
streamlined, thanks to a new system from
New Jersey-based telecommunications
vendor IPC, which moved everything with
voice functionality—regular phone lines,
broker lines, intercom, teleconferencing, TV
sound and PC sound—into a single unit.
Simplifying the firm’s systems does not
only bring cost-saving benefits, Bergmann
says. “Traders can now really focus on what
they are there for—trading. They aren’t
faced with a lot of equipment and will only
have to focus on one keyboard, their
screens, and anything sound-wise on the
telephone. It’s fairly straightforward for
them, and they won’t be confused about
what unit to access or handle.”

ENERGY SAVINGS
The revamped trading floor has eliminated much of the heat and noise caused
by workstations, allowing the bank to
reduce its IT and energy bills. Heat from
the trading floor during work hours has
been slashed by 16 percent, and energy
used by the cooling system has been cut
by 800 kilowatts per year. Power
consumption on the trading floor has
been cut significantly thanks to a
reduction of around 150 PCs. It is much
easier to cool the PCs in the equipment
room, Bergmann adds.

“Traders can now really focus on what they are there
for—trading. They aren’t faced with a lot of equipment
and will only have to focus on one keyboard, their screens,
and anything sound-wise on the telephone. It’s fairly
straightforward for them, and they won’t be confused
about what unit to access or handle.”
Bo Bergmann, Sydbank
Hardware is now shut off centrally at the
end of working hours, and turned on
automatically in the morning. With the old
system, around 30 percent would be left on
permanently, and computers in the basement were never shut off. “Because
everything is consolidated in the basement
it’s easier to track because you don’t have to
take care of a big trading floor, just an
equipment room where everything is neat
and tidy,” says Bergmann.
In today’s cost-conscious climate, energy
savings are likely to be a subject close to an
operations officer’s heart—but others will
profit too. “One of the biggest benefits is
that background noise has gone down in
the trading area,” says Bergmann. “It’s less
air conditioned and there are no technicians running around fumbling with the IT,
because they are working in their own
environment now.”
The reductions in heat were so dramatic
that on the day the trading floor went live
there were complaints about the cold
temperatures. Despite a reduction in the
use of air conditioning, the previously
underused radiators had to be turned on.

FUTURE PROOF
The new trading floor can be scaled up to
meet future needs as and when it inevitably becomes outdated, without a need for
drastic changes to the underlying technology, says Bergmann. “We have the ability
to add more data sources if required.
While we can’t really extend the trading
area itself, we can add in more sources to
the basement. We have 480 video inputs
there, which can easily be brought up to
512. We also have around 200 keyboard
inputs which can easily be added to.”
New system trials have also been
simplified, according to Bergmann. “If we
want to test a new system, we just bring
in a new source to the basement, connect
it up and then ask somebody in the

trading area to test it remotely. It is easy to
take the old system out and replace it with
a new one in a closed environment,
because you can build up everything and
if it’s not working it’s easy to take it out
again. If it is, then it’s just a case of
multiplying it by 99,” he says. “Everything
can be done in parallel because we have
extra resources in the basement where we
can pull in sources, making it quite easy
to change in the future. It’s hard to put a
figure on how much that is worth, but it’s
really valuable to us.”
This setup has been so successful that
Sydbank is planning to roll it out to its 17
investment centers around the country.
This will allow traders to move from one
location to another very easily—all they
will have to do is log in and start working,
says Bergmann.
Modifications will also be made to the
screen arrangement, Bergmann says, with
the possibility of a television feed to the
keyboard to free up a screen. Preparations
have been made for video conferencing. “At
Sydbank we use Tandberg Edge 95 as the
solution for our meeting rooms. We
currently have about 30 meeting rooms
equipped. So the videoconferencing
solution at the desk side needs to be
compatible with that solution,” he says.
In the interests of employee comfort, the
four screens will be built into a chassis
which, along with the desk itself, can be
lifted or tilted using keyboard controls. To
further simplify operations the multiple
password logins that plague most trading
desks will also be consolidated somewhat.
“We have streamlined the different logins a
bit, but we are still working on ways to
make it even easier for them,” says
Bergmann. “Ideally, we would like traders
to be able to arrive in the morning, log onto
the keyboard and then have systems
handle the rest. We are not there yet, but
that is something we are working on.” n
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Broker

Ambitions

Keen to take advantage of opportunities presented by the current economic climate, smaller
brokerages are moving beyond the limitations posed by a traditional hosted trading platform
model. By John Beck
he top-tier financial institutions have suffered much over
the past year, but their losses
may benefit other, smaller,
firms, which are well-positioned to
pounce on the openings created by
swift, sweeping changes in the
European capital markets.
As the transformations brought about
by the Markets in Financial Instruments
Directive (MiFID) began to take hold and
alternative trading platforms sprung up,
smaller brokerages saw revenue opportunities. But despite being eager to adapt
to new market conditions, many found
themselves hamstrung by restrictions
imposed by the nature of their trading
platform. In the past, many startup firms
used a one-size-fits-all, externally hosted
trading platform model. The only other
option was to make the enormous jump
to a traditional enterprise standard
where all system support and development was brought in-house. While this
model offers total flexibility, it also
requires teams of architects and
analysts, significant resources and
strategic effort to manage.
UK-based software and services
vendor Fidessa recently introduced a
third option, which it terms “managed
enterprise,” a partnership-style approach
occupying the middle ground between
the two traditional paradigms, and
which is already up and running with a
number of clients. The new operating
model is designed to provide a software
layer similar to that used by firms
operating a classical enterprise pattern,
with the benefits and integration enjoyed
by hosted clients. Fidessa personnel will
maintain and manage systems to the
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most recent versions, help to drive and
advance new development, and customize the platform to meet a client’s specific
needs. Fidessa also offers facilities
management, including access to
datacenters with connectivity to major
exchanges in Europe, Hong Kong and
North America. There is considerable
room for movement, says Philip Slavin,
head of European product marketing
with Fidessa. A client contracts to a
fixed number of working days a month,
covering development, analysis, testing
and so on, which can then be used in a
number of different ways.

FACING LIMITATIONS
London-based agency broker Execution,
and Numis, an independent investment
banking and institutional stockbroking
firm, were among the earliest adopters of
the managed enterprise platform, having
used it since 2008.
Both firms had been hosted-platform
clients for several years. However, they
began to outgrow this model, and its
limitations became painfully apparent.
“Initially, it was more than good enough
to do what we wanted, but five or six
years down the road, there was a degree
of frustration, as we were one in a group
of around 120,” says James Blackburn,
COO of global equities at Execution.
“There was constrained ability to
develop the core platform and take it in
the direction we wanted to go, at the
speed we wanted to go. For example, we
wanted to embed third-party solutions
for our business. We began to realize that
we needed to find a more flexible
solution,” he says.
Simon Bailey, head of IT with Numis,

says, “Fidessa’s standard hosted platform is a one-size-fits-all methodology, so
it takes time to get new bits and pieces
to help the business grow. The platform
served us extremely well, but getting
things done can take a while because
you are part of a large group, and from
Fidessa’s point of view, changes have to
be advantageous to the product itself.”
The rapidly changing face of the
European equity markets in 2008 threw
these shortcomings into stark relief.
Numis was forced to “join a queue” to get
the relevant pieces of software and
upgrades to be able to interact with the
new multilateral trading facilities
(MTFs), Bailey says.
Despite the need for a more flexible
platform, moving to a classic enterprise
model was not financially viable for
either firm. Nevertheless, both found
themselves looking for functionality
similar to the top-tier institutions
without having the technological spend
and capability these firms enjoy, and
after extensive dialogue with Fidessa,
the managed enterprise model was born.

NEWFOUND FLEXIBILITY
The revamped platform has allowed
Execution to undertake a number of new
initiatives, the biggest of which involves
overhauling its programmed trading
operations by integrating the basket
loading and management features in
Fidessa’s Beam tool with a programmed
trading solution from US software
provider InfoReach. This means that
basket orders can be routed from the
trading platform while Execution
maintains visibility and control over all
orders and their downstream processing.
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The ability to embed a third-party
application that competes with a product
Fidessa provides was crucial, says
Blackburn. “Our biggest single concern
was that Fidessa would pay lip service to
integrating third-party applications into
the platform but then make heavy
weather of the development work
because they really wouldn’t want to,” he
says, adding that so far, Fidessa has
been true to its word.
Additionally, Execution implemented a
large back-office interface, hired new
staff to strengthen its specialist electronic trading capabilities, and launched
an electronic trading platform,
Alternative Execution, which uses
Fidessa’s BlueBox as an algorithmic
management and routing mechanism.
Over the last couple of years, Numis
has introduced new business desks,
including an alternative execution desk,
which does a lot of algorithmic and
program trading. To grow beyond its
vanilla cash equities trading business,
Numis needed more freedom to expand
its system and make bespoke enhancements, Bailey says. Managed enterprise
has so far allowed Numis to achieve this
and kept it close to the leading edge of
Fidessa’s software delivery, he adds. This
means the firm is always an early adopter
of any new functionality and benefits
from it before a number of its peers.
The advantages extend beyond customization, however. The lack of fixed cost
was also key, Blackburn says. “We wanted
an open architecture solution, the ability
to take the platform, take the application
programming interfaces (APIs) and to
develop internal solutions, or embed
external solutions and to be fully
supported in achieving our goals. We just
didn’t want the fixed cost of a £4 million or
£5 million enterprise spend, where even if
we chose not to do anything, we would
still be saddled with the costs.”
Bailey adds that Numis can now take
advantage of major platform upgrades at
least every quarter, whereas in the
standard hosted-platform world,
upgrades only happen around once a
year. Additionally, Fidessa employees
effectively do a point release of new
software and enhancements around once
a month, as well as perform maintenance
and updating on an ad hoc basis. “We
have been able to mobilize and turn

things on as and when we wanted, rather
than planning six or eight months
ahead,” he says. “We monitor the new
entrants to the marketplace, because
when they start to have penetration into
the part of the market that we operate in,
we want to get in and leverage the
liquidity immediately.”

FUTURE EXPANSION
Numis is planning to expand the services
it uses, Bailey says. The firm is working
with Fidessa to develop more advanced
analytics, in order to meet increasingly
stringent demands for things such as
trade cost analysis, or the kind of posttrade reporting demanded by the buy
side. Numis will have its own version,
while Fidessa will standardize it for use
in the hosted platform, he adds.

longer than we would have hoped, but
we are very happy with the outcome,”
says Blackburn.
Bailey says he agrees, adding that
while Fidessa attempted to provide
flexibility for hosted clients, it was never
really delivered with the kind of agility
needed for financial markets.
When the opportunity did arise
however, the decision to change was an
easy one. “Execution risk is always the
biggest single issue when making a
change like this, and it was nonexistent,”
Blackburn says. “For us, it was a natural
step to take when this service became
available,” adds Bailey. “It would have
made my life easier if we were there
three years ago, but as a small, but
growing and ambitious company, it is
where we need to be.”

“We wanted an open architecture solution, the
ability to take the platform, take the APIs and to develop
internal, or embed external solutions and to be fully
supported in achieving our goals. We just didn’t want
the fixed cost of a £4 million or £5 million enterprise
spend, where even if we chose not to do anything, we
would still be saddled with the costs.”
James Blackburn, Execution
Execution, on the other hand, is in
something of a consolidation phase,
Blackburn says. Having made some
massive changes to the front-end
system, it will now take the opportunity
to evaluate them, with the aim of
revisiting and perhaps even changing
some of the architecture. “We’ve eaten a
lot; we now need time to digest. We have
done a huge amount of bespoke development in the first quarter and now we
need to see which of those initiatives we
want to develop further,” he says.
For both firms, the chance to switch to
the managed-enterprise platform could
not have come soon enough. “We had a
tough year prior to making the switch.
So much so, that had we found an
alternative to the hosted platform that
better suited our needs and was within
our budget, we would seriously have
considered that horrible leap. Thankfully,
Fidessa realized that there needed to be
a third solution. It took them a little

Rajiv Shah, director of enterprise
services at Fidessa, expects that
eventually every Fidessa client will move
to some form of the managed-enterprise
platform, though he says this may take
time because not all firms will be able to
make the required investment. Slavin
adds that clients still firmly entrenched
in the “build” mindset may also struggle
to adopt it.
Indeed, the sense of first-mover
advantage enjoyed by a genuine enterprise platform could be too much to
relinquish, says Blackburn. “You always
want to be pushing the envelope and be
the first among your peers to develop
new solutions. If managed enterprise
afforded people the opportunity to be
creative and challenge the status quo in
the way that they handle their business
we may well see everyone moving to a
single operating model, but I would
caution whether that would be truly
possible.” n
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Real-Time Risk
It wasn’t long ago that the most sophisticated investment firms wanting to manage their risk needed
to run their Monte Carlo simulations and other models as overnight processes due to IT constraints.
Thanks to faster processors and innovations such as complex event processing (CEP) technologies,
firms now can manage their risk in real time or near-real time. Moderated by Victor Anderson
o help navigate the complex
waters of implementing realtime risk management, Waters,
along with sibling publications
Buy-Side Technology and Dealing with
Technology, recently hosted a sponsored
webinar to discuss the challenges of
creating and deploying real-time risk
platforms. Entitled Real-Time Risk: A
Mandate for Trading in Volatile Markets,
the panel consisted of Dhiru Patel,
managing director and chief quantitative
strategist at Thomas Weisel Partners;
Kevin McPartland, senior analyst with
industry research firm Tabb Group; and
John Bates, founder and general
manager at CEP technology provider
Progress Apama.

T

Moderator: Are all complex event
processing (CEP) engines or
technologies created equally? If
not, what do you think are the
differences between the various
technologies available?
John Bates, Progress Apama: That is a
great question. Often, they are all
considered to be the same, but there are
a number of different types of CEP
technology emerging. One particular
type is what you might call the real-time
analytics engine. It is almost like you are
able to give it a continuous database
query that takes in a stream of events
and can generate a value-added stream
of events from that, such as real-time
analytics. It is almost something that is
a real-time alerting engine or a real-time
streaming analytics engine.
Then there is the kind of engine
where you might actually use it as a
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container to host your entire application. For example, you might build an
algorithmic trading system that would
have a number of rules combined
together that would actually be hosted
in there. This is where you are using
more of a sensor-respond metaphor to
take an event, analyze it with rules and
then take actions. It is the type of
approach that we have been most
involved in, where you might build a
real-time risk or a real-time trading
system. Some may describe it as an
event-driven rules engine.
People who have developed rules
engines have been around for a long
time, but there is a convergence coming
up between people who have taken a
rules-based approach and an eventprocessing approach. You might have
rules engines becoming more real time
and you want to externalize some of the
variables or logic of your program using
standard programming that operates in
real time. There are a number of different models that we are going to see
evolve and this market will segment and
converge with other markets as it
becomes better understood and
matures.
Moderator: How quickly can users
adjust their risk parameters to
reflect changing policies about risk
or changing market conditions?
Kevin McPartland, Tabb Group: This
problem of keeping up with regulatory
changes has existed for some time in a
variety of technologies. You can look at
equity and option trading platforms that
are trying to keep up with the constant

changes and regulations. This has
always been something that people have
struggled with. The technologies used
in today’s newer systems are making it a
little easier to integrate or change
existing roles to comply with regulations
as they change.
Bates: The goal, from a technology point
of view, is that there is no reason why
firms can’t change their rules dynamically without taking down their systems.
However, in order to put a new risk
management rule in, there will tend to
be an internal process that will vet the
rule, perform some back-testing analysis
on the new rule, or rules, before putting
into product—just like how new trading
rules are handled. In principle, the
technology answer is that you can do it
at any time, but there is probably an
institutional organization or policy in
place to vet the changes in order to
make sure that they don’t stop trading
unintentionally.
Moderator: Does Thomas Weisel use
grid technology in order to speed
the processing of its analytics
calculations?
Dhiru Patel, Thomas Weisel Partners:
No, we have not used grid technology.
What we actually use is a load-balancing
system. It is a server farm. You could call
it a grid, but it is not as granular as a
grid. We have a load-balanced way of
distributing loads based on strategy and
several other factors to different servers.
The point is that your analysis will be
only as fast as your CPU and systemic
latency. Yes, we have some of the fastest
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hardware and the latest hardware, and
we keep upgrading that almost every six
months. As far as grid technology is
concerned, we have a load-balance
architecture that has proven to us, at
least for now, that it serves our purpose.
Moderator: In your opinion, what
percentage of market participants
would say that they already have
an up-to-date risk system managed
from the back office?
McPartland: It largely depends on the
size of the firm and how long it has been
around. Starting from scratch makes it
easier to deploy the latest and greatest
technology. We all know that changing
legacy technology and the process flow
to something new is not a small task,
especially for the larger organization. We
are still in our infancy here.
Operations, which was never looked at
as a particularly exciting place from a
technology perspective, has completely
changed. Arguably, more of the focus
over the last year or so has gone toward
operations and risk technology rather
than to the front office. That will only
continue for some time as new regulations sort themselves our and the world
fully recovers.
Moderator: Let’s talk about the split
between the buy side and the sell
side. Where are you finding most
interest from financial services
organizations in terms of wanting
to manage their trading operations
and risk on a close-to-real-time
basis?
Bates: It is coming from both sides. The
buy side was the first to start pushing
back a number of years ago. However,
we also saw the sell side wanting to use
this kind of approach for things like
auto-hedging orders for the internalized
order flow and now for real-time pricing.
They are different applications, but now
all trading firms, whether they be sellside proprietary trading desks or hedge
funds, are very interested in things like
real-time profit-and-loss, real-time
trading firewalls, real-time risk firewalls
and things like that. So both sides of the
house are interested in this now.

Moderator: A viewer from [brokerdealer] Louis Capital asks: Do you
think that the problem of data
availability and circular pricing has
meant that we face a liquidity mirage
in foreign exchange (FX)? How does
your product cope with this?
Bates: Yes, I do. Obviously, there is the
concept of a liquidity mirage and firms
need to be able to deal with it. It is
interesting that he positions that in a risk
context, which is absolutely the right way
to approach it. All of the FX liquidity
comes from banks and that liquidity can
be represented on a number of liquidity
pools simultaneously. I guess the risk
element is on both sides of the house if
you can be quick enough to take that
same liquidity multiple times. But if you
are on the other side of the house, you
don’t want there to be a latency challenge
out there where liquidity is updated in
one pool, but you are not quick enough to
reflect it in other pools.
There is a fundamental question of the
need to decrease latency, but also for a
system that aggregates the liquidity,
detects, tracks and highlights the same
liquidity in the different pools and uses
that logic to handle the liquidity. There
is a complex issue there, which firms
like Louis Capital understand very well
and I am sure that they will continue to
push firms like ours to make sure that
the logical layers in terms of risk and FX
aggregation can handle that kind of
scenario.
Moderator: Another viewer asks:
Does having this kind of system
help us when we deal with the
regulators? Could we point to this
kind of implementation as evidence
that we are monitoring this?
McPartland: It is not just the tools that
are being used, but the results, or the
data that is coming out of it, and the
process around it. That is something
that is important here, as obviously we
need technology to handle the levels of
data and the quantity of reports that are
required from the regulators today. Just
generating that data doesn’t do much if
no one is looking at it or it is not being
used effectively. This is probably a part

Dhiru Patel
Thomas Weisel Partners

of the answer—that risks are being
properly tracked—but the entire process
needs to really be looked at, not just the
technology.
Moderator: What are the variables
that you would consider to be
important to your organization
when looking to implement a CEP
architecture?
Patel: First and foremost is how easily I
can integrate the CEP technology with
the current state of my application. It
doesn’t make sense to throw away
everything that we have and start from
scratch, so that would be the key
criteria. Besides that, if you just look
plainly from a neutral standpoint, the
technology has to be as modular and as
easy to integrate into any system. It also
should have basic frameworks available,
like a framework for a real-time risk
analytics. Do they have that? Do they
have some kind of a framework to handle
and display alerts? How good is their
administrative framework where I can
administer without actually manually
changing things? For example, if I
wanted to change a configuration of a
particular subsystem, could I do it on
the fly or would I have to change, recompile code and things like that? Last
but not least, how good is the after-sales
service? Is it a good organization and
how well will they back up their product? This is a key component in our
decision. n
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Recognizing Excellence
In our seventh annual Waters Rankings, the readers of Waters choose the mission-critical solutions and
services that get the job done. By the Editors
f the current economic crisis were
to write a personal ad, it would read:
“Desperately Seeking Excellence.”
As we emerge from the recession
and slowly march toward the recovery,
we must remember that the pursuit of
excellence is not only a lofty and worthwhile goal; it will help us to prepare
ourselves for when the sun does shine
again on the global capital markets. And
for the seventh year in a row, the annual
Waters Rankings focused on excellence
in financial IT solutions and services.

I

As always, technologists inside major
investment firms voted for the missioncritical gear they turn to in order to get
the job done and make sure that traders
are satisfied and risk managers see the
big picture. Overseeing the technology
and infrastructure inside an investment
firm is never easy but these solutions
and services help CIOs do just that.
Waters saw a huge response from
voters this year. More than 1,000 readers
cast their ballots and the winner’s circle
has some new names.

To make Waters Rankings even more
relevant, we added new categories for
emerging technology—such as cloud
computing—and we split our risk
management solutions award into four
separate categories: best credit risk
solution, best market risk solution, best
counterparty risk solution and best risk
analytics provider. The readers of Waters
are on the cutting edge of solving
tomorrow’s challenges and this year’s
Waters Rankings show what they are
using to solve those problems today.

Winner’s Circle
Best Brokerage: Goldman Sachs
Best Sell-Side Clearing Provider: JPMorgan Clearing Corp.
Best Exception and Reconciliation Provider: SmartStream
Best Sell-Side OMS Provider: Fidessa
Best Buy-Side OMS Provider: Linedata Services
Best Portfolio Management System Provider: Advent
Best Crossing Network Provider: Nasdaq
Best Enterprise Data Management Provider: Sybase
Best AML Compliance Solution Provider: Oracle/Mantas
Best Reference Data Solution Provider: Bloomberg
Best Corporate Actions Solution: Fidelity ActionsXchange
Best Low-Latency Data Feed Provider: Bloomberg
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Best Execution Management System Provider: ITG
Best Risk Analytics Provider: Algorithmics
Best Counterparty Risk Management Provider: SunGard
Best Market Risk Solution Provider: Murex
Best Credit Risk Solution Provider: RiskVal
Best CEP Solution Provider: Aleri/Coral8 and Tibco
Best Outsourcing Partner: Infosys Technology
Best Hosting Provider: BT
Best Trading Turret Provider: IPC
Best Back-Office Hardware Provider: IBM
Best Data Grid Provider: IBM
Best Server Virtualization Provider: VMWare
Best Cloud Computing Provider: Microsoft
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Best Brokerage

Going for Goldman
After a year of unprecedented turmoil in the financial
markets, Goldman Sachs has held the course as Best
Brokerage, taking first place in the category for the fourth
year in a row. The New-York based investment powerhouse dominated the competition by winning more than
twice the votes netted by nearest rival JPMorgan.
Goldman’s success is due in part to its award-winning
execution management system RediPlus, which allows
clients to trade equities, options, futures, foreign exchange
and synthetics from a single application. The solution also
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JPMorgan Clears Up

SmartStream’s TLM Top of the Class
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ITG (8.8%)

JPMorgan Clearing Corp. (15.8%)
Goldman Sachs (12.7%)
Citigroup/BNP Paribas (8.2%)

trading, wealth management, prime brokerage, fixed income
and international firms.
The firm’s capabilities include domestic and international
equities, options, mutual funds and a broad range of fixedincome products with rolling 24-hour operations coverage
from New York to London to Hong Kong and international
settlement capabilities in over 75 markets.
JPMorgan Clearing Corp.’s Web-based workstation,
MORCOM, provides unified access to detailed account
information, performance reporting, trading, risk analytics,
investment planning and asset allocation.

Best Exception and Reconciliation Provider

Exceptions and reconciliations management has been
thrust into the spotlight in the last year as firms rush to
understand firm-wide risk exposures. SmartStream proved
top of the class in this new category with 32.9 percent of
the vote. Also showing in the top three were second place
Omgeo, which garnered 26 percent of the votes, and
SunGard, which came in third with 20 percent of the tallies.
As part of its suite of transaction lifecycle management
(TLM) solutions, SmartStream offers TLM Corona for the
reconciliation and exception management of cash, securities,

JPMorgan (9.5%)

provides access to Goldman Sachs algorithmic strategies
in the US, Canada, Europe and Asia. Users can also route
orders through the Sigma smart router and post orders
directly to the Sigma X crossing network.
RediPlus received a significant update in April with
version 9.0, which is the first of two major releases
planned for 2009. It brings enhancements to options
trading functionality, including three new algorithmic
strategies, the ability to auto-hedge options orders, and
active limit support.

Best Sell-Side Clearing Provider

It’s the second year on top for this year’s winner of Best SellSide Clearing Provider. After coming from nowhere to take
first place in 2008, JPMorgan Clearing Corp. seals the deal
once again with 15.8 percent of the vote, up 1.4 percentage
points from last year. Goldman Sachs took second, building
slightly on their 2008 share of 11 percent and ousting Citi,
which was relegated to a joint third with BNP Paribas.
JPMorgan Clearing Corp. provides clearing, custody,
operations, technology and order execution capabilities to
broker-dealers worldwide. Its platform supports diverse
business types including institutional/capital markets,

Goldman Sachs (18.8%)
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SmartStream (32.9%)
Omgeo (26%)
SunGard (20%)

and money market transactions; and TLM Reconciliations, a
solution that offers matching for a range of reconciliation and
investigation requirements. TLM OnDemand is the softwareas-a-service (SaaS) version of TLM Reconciliations and offers
cash, stock and securities positions reconciliations. It is
aimed at small banks, asset managers and hedge funds that
prefer to outsource IT and avoid the higher upfront costs
associated with the traditional software license model.
When it comes to exception management, SmartStream is quite exceptional.
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Best Sell-Side OMS Provider

Best Buy-Side OMS Provider

Fidessa Holds First

Repeat Win for Linedata
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Fidessa (28.7%)
SunGard (21.9%)
Bloomberg (19%)

Continuing its upward trajectory, Fidessa takes first
place in the sell-side order management system (OMS)
category for the second year in a row. The Londonbased vendor netted 28.7 percent of the vote, which is
up from 24.7 percent last year.
Waters readers turn to Fidessa for its powerful multiasset trading functionality, integrated market data and
connectivity to exchanges and liquidity venues,
brokers, buy-side firms. When a floor of traders is
looking for an able-bodied OMS, Fidessa is the onestop solution for sell-side firms trading the world’s
financial markets.
Fidessa serves a broad range of clients that range
from boutique regional brokers to large international
institutions. Its platform is currently available as a
global enterprise solution, with regional trading
platforms tailored for firms based in Europe, US,
Canada, Asia, or as a standalone workstation.
This year, Fidessa added BlueBox, its fully integrated algorithmic trading engine, to its hosted Asian
trading platform. The new addition provides easy
access to industry standard algorithmic strategies and
a toolkit for clients who want to build and offer their
own trading models.
SunGard placed second with 21.9 percent and third
place belonged to Bloomberg with 19 percent.

There’s a new champ in the portfolio management system
(PMS) category. Last year, the top three were SunGard,
Charles River Development and Linedata Services. This year,
Advent took first place in the portfolio management category
with 26.5 percent of the vote, as Bloomberg clinched second
place with 23 percent. Like last year, Linedata Services
remained in third with 11.5 percent of total votes.
The appearance of Advent is far from surprising; it has
been providing innovative technology to the buy side for more
than 25 years. The solution provider offers three PMS and

Bloomberg (25.9%)
Thomson Reuters/Charles River Development (7.2%)

For the second year running, the readers of Waters
magazine chose Linedata Services as champion of
the buy-side order management system (OMS)
category. In a tight race, with 28.5 percent of the
vote, the French vendor narrowly beat out last
year’s runner-up Bloomberg, which was hot on its
heels with 25.9 percent of the votes. Thomson
Reuters and Charles River Development tied for
third with 7.2 percent of the votes each.
Despite winning last year, Linedata Services
hasn’t wasted any time. In April it launched Version
7 of its LongView Trading OMS. The release
includes enhanced functionality across all areas of
the system including trading, portfolio management, compliance and support of the alternative
investment markets. The new version contains full
Financial products Markup Language (FpML)
mapping to support firms’ audit and compliance
demands and their derivatives trading needs. This
release also saw the debut of LongView Live, a
graphically rich application including sophisticated
data visualization tools.
In June, Linedata Services launched the NAV
dashboard for the MFact fund accounting product,
which manages the net asset value process with
real-time exception management.

Best Portfolio Management System Provider

Advent Advances

Linedata Services (28.5%)
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Advent (26.5%)
Bloomberg (23%)
Linedata Services (11.5%)

accounting platforms to cover a broad range of client profiles
and needs. Advent’s Geneva is a global PMS and fund
accounting solution designed for global asset managers,
hedge funds, hedge fund service providers and prime brokers.
Other Advent solutions include Exchange, an end-to-end
portfolio manager that integrates the front-office functions of
prospecting, marketing, and customer relationship management with the back-office operations of portfolio accounting
and reporting. Axys is Advent’s turnkey reporting system for
small to mid-size investment management concerns.
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Best Crossing Network Provider

Nasdaq Crosses to the Top
The crossing networks space has seen tough competition
over the last 12 months—so tough, in fact, that last year’s
winner Liquidnet is nowhere to be seen. This year,
Nasdaq OMX comes from nowhere to take the Best
Crossing Network Provider crown.
Using technology from the Inet electronic communication network it acquired in 2005, Nasdaq OMX operates
on one of the fastest and most efficient platforms in the
world that processes more than 250,000 messages per
second. Nasdaq has led the way in crossing technology,
as evidenced by its successful opening and closing
crosses, where, on index and rebalance days, cross
volume reaches hundreds of millions.
The opening and closing crosses are price discovery
facilities that cross orders at a single price. This
enables market participants to execute on-open and
on-close interest and provide unparalleled transparency. All nationally listed securities are eligible for the
crosses, which generate opening and closing prices

Like the tide, the waves of incoming data never cease.
Even as investment houses collapse and banks merge in
desperation, the volume of data is not expected to level
off anytime soon. Throw in the volatility of this current
recession and an anxious recovery, and observers agree
that the flood of data will not abate anytime soon. High
tide will continue.
Buried deep beneath the surface of this data lie many
important bits of information, two of which are of
primary importance to an investment firm’s survival.
The data holds a true picture of a firm’s risk exposure
and it also contains clues to new trading strategies that
could send the firm to dry land. With so much at stake,
flushing the data is not an option.
For the second year in a row, the winner of the
enterprise data management is financial solution
provider Sybase. The vendor won with 19.9 percent of
the votes this year. To show how roiling the waters are
when it comes to EDM, the winner and the third-place
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ITG (17.4%)
Goldman Sachs (16.9%)

widely used by industry professionals.
ITG Posit is back on track, taking second place after
slipping from the winning position in 2007 to third last
year. For decades, traders have relied on ITG’s trusted
Posit Suite of crossing networks to reach buy-side–to–
buy-side liquidity across a multitude of fragmented
sources. Traders can efficiently execute large blocks of
stock or small, illiquid names. Moreover, because there is
no human intervention, Posit eliminates information
leakage and market impact.
Goldman Sachs slides one place from 2008 to take the
third position. Clients trading US shares can cross orders
with non-displayed liquidity in Goldman’s Sigma X
crossing network, which comprises of a customer-tocustomer crossing network and a host of external liquidity providers. In Europe, the Sigma suite of products offers
sophisticated crossing logic as well as the ability to
access multiple liquidity sources, both displayed and
dark, with no change to existing workflow.

Best Enterprise Data Management System Provider

Navigating the Data Flood

Nasdaq (22%)
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Sybase (19.9%)
IBM (18.2%)
SunGard (17.2%)

runner-up were separated by a mere 2.7 percentage
points. Second-place winner IBM won 18.2 percent of
the votes, while SunGard won a respectable 17.2 percent
of all tallies.
Sybase has focused on enterprise data management
like a lighthouse with a laser beam with the release of
Sybase RAP–The Trading Edition. This enterprise data
management platform includes time series functionality
and integration with the Sybase CEP solution and it is
designed to accelerate analytics throughout a trade’s
lifecycle. With a wide point of view, RAP takes a close
and unforgiving look at both low latency and historical
data needs within the trading day.
Sybase RAP allows traders to respond quickly to
market opportunities with quick and deep analysis of
market and historical data. With risk on everyone’s
mind, the solution helps firms monitor their balance
sheet exposure in a shorter window of time. Staying
afloat has never been easier.

watersonline.com
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Best AML Compliance Solution Provider

Follow the Money
For the third year running, Oracle-owned Mantas takes the
prize in the category of best anti-money laundering (AML)
solution provider. Mantas carried 32.2 percent of the vote,
followed by SAS in second with 21.9 percent, and a tie for
third place between Fiserv and OpenLink, with 12 percent of
the vote each. The race was more closely fought than last
year, when Mantas took a staggering 72.8 percent of the vote.
The Oracle Mantas Behavior Detection Platform integrates
detection, prevention, investigation, and resolution of
suspicious financial activity across multiple channels,
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Bloomberg Breaks Away

Best Corporate Actions Solution

ActionsXchange Steps Up
Recognizing an increased need for dependable, high-quality
corporate actions solutions, Waters introduced this category
last year, when fewer than 6 percentage points separated first
and third place. This year first and second places remain
unchanged, but the results were decidedly more clear-cut.
Fidelity ActionsXchange netted 21.3 percent of the vote,
while the Depository Trust and Clearing Corp. (DTCC)
managed 16.2 percent of all tallies. XSP brought up the rear,
just 0.3 percentage points behind DTCC.
Fidelity clearly has some history in providing corporate

SAS (21.9%)
Fiserv/OpenLink (12%) — Tie

jurisdictions, lines of businesses, and customer lifecycle
stages. Oracle/Mantas’ Anti-Money Laundering, Fraud, Know
Your Customer, Broker Compliance, and Trading Compliance
are part of a comprehensive suite of applications designed to
deliver value to financial institutions at a low total cost of
ownership.
The Oracle Mantas Behavior Detection Platform creates
transparency, increasing firms’ ability to understand their
business—both in terms of risks and opportunities. Oracle/
Mantas solutions are deployed in 67 countries.

Best Reference Data Solution Provider

When it comes to almost any form of financial data,
Bloomberg is a ubiquitous presence throughout the
industry. It comes as no surprise to see that it dominates
the opposition in the newly introduced Best Reference
Data category, gaining more than half of the total vote.
Bloomberg Data License allows for single-source referencing for global securities databases by delivering indicative,
calculated, historical pricing and corporate-action information. To assist clients with the delivery and integration of data
feeds, front-end applications are also included in the package.
Data License provides flexible access to more than 5 million

Oracle/Mantas (32.2%)

Bloomberg (55.6%)
Thomson Reuters (12.8%)
Interactive Data (6.4%)

instruments spanning all global capital markets. Nearly 5,000
unique data elements stored in Bloomberg’s data warehouse
allow users to fuel their internal applications with the same
quality data relied upon by financial professionals in more
than 126 countries across the globe. Data can be customized
with either full-universe coverage or specific data formats.
Meanwhile, Reuters DataScope Select supplies the full
range of Thomson Reuters pricing and reference data
including fixed-income evaluated pricing for over 1 million
US securities and evaluated prices on 80,000 European
securities in four major currencies.
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Fidelity ActionsXchange (21.3%)
DTCC (16.2%)
XSP (15.9%)

actions solutions to global asset managers, hedge funds and
broker-dealers. In 1997, Fidelity launched Fidelity
ActionsXchange as a commercial technology business and
software product in response to an in-house need for highquality corporate actions data.
The ActionsXChange product line includes the
ActionService offering—a full corporate actions data
outsourcing service that collates and compares corporate
actions data from multiple vendor sources in order to supply
“scrubbed” corporate actions announcements.
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Best Low-Latency Data Feed Provider

Bloomberg Sets the Benchmark
Speed is certainly of the essence in this newly created
Waters Rankings category. As electronic trading becomes
more and more prevalent, there is a growing need for lowlatency and ultra-low-latency solutions, designed to
process market updates and turn around orders within
mere milliseconds.
With more than half of the total vote, Bloomberg utterly
dominated the competition. Nearest rival Thomson Reuters’
won just 11.2 percent of the vote, while. Interactive Data
scraped into third place with 7.6 percent.
Bloomberg’s B-Pipe is a real-time data distribution
service, which allows clients to seamlessly integrate
Bloomberg content with their own systems. The offering
delivers data from more than 200 trading venues including
the New York Stock Exchange, The National Association of
Securities Dealers (NASD) and the Options Price Reporting
Authority (OPRA). Keeping pace with market developments,
data from ELX Futures, a fully electronic alternative
exchange, will be available on B-Pipe as well as all

Investment Technology Group (ITG) continues to rise up
through the ranks of execution management systems
(EMSes). Having finished second in the 2007 Waters
Rankings EMS category, it went on to nudge Bloomberg
out of the top position 12 months later. This year, the New
York-based agency brokerage and technology provider
nearly doubled its share of votes, earning 30.1 percent of
all tallies.
There are several closely linked but subtly different
members of the ITG EMS family. Triton, the most widely
used of ITG’s EMSes, is a global trading system for
equities and derivatives that helps traders improve
decision-making, automate execution strategies, manage
orders, and analyze performance. Thanks to a global view,
Triton allows regional trading desks to share lists across
time zones, trade in emerging markets, and evaluate
global trade performance from a single platform.
The Matrix solution tackles electronic execution and
risk management and it allows clients to access individual markets or trade multiple asset classes side-by-side.
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Bloomberg (51.4%)
Thomson Reuters (11.2%)
Interactive Data (7.6%)

Bloomberg terminals upon the launch of the exchange,
which is scheduled to begin live trading this month.
Reuters Data Feed Direct offers a total latency of less
than 1 millisecond and is ideal for algorithmic trading
programs and other high-speed machine trading applications, thanks to its ultra-low latency full-tick feeds, direct
from exchanges. The solution integrates with Reuters Data
Feeds and Reuters Market Data Service, allowing users to
leverage existing consolidated feed and market data
infrastructure.
Interactive Data’s PlusFeed is a high-speed digital data
feed that integrates real-time data from more than 450
sources and exchanges worldwide and covers more than 5
million instruments. It supplies coverage of markets in the
US, Europe, the Asia-Pacific region, Latin America, South
America, and Africa. Interactive Data also offers
DirectPlus, an ultra-low latency direct exchange data
service that allows clients to power their trading applications with sub-millisecond data.

Best Execution Management System Provider

ITG Holds Firm
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ITG (30.1%)
Bloomberg (26.2%)
SunGard (8.5%)

Having finished second in the 2007
Waters Rankings EMS category, ITG
went on to nudge Bloomberg out of the
top position 12 months later. This year,
the New York-based agency brokerage
and technology provider nearly doubled
its share of votes by earning
30.1 percent of all tallies.
At the same time, the Matrix market data and order entry
application programming interfaces (APIs) enable lowlatency, multi-asset direct market access from a black-box
or automated trading strategy. Radical is a broker-neutral
trading system that provides instant direct access to
major North American and European exchanges, ECNs
and MTFs.
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Best Risk Analytics Provider

Algorithmics Towers Above
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Algorithmics (28.5%)
Moody’s (14.9%)
Sophis/SunGard (12.7%)

Algorithmics dominated the competition in the
newly created Best Risk Analytics category. The
Canadian vendor won 28.5 percent of the total
votes, almost twice as many as its nearest rival
Moody’s, which secured 14.9 percent. Sophis and
SunGard shared third place with 12.7 percent of the
vote.
In use since 1996, Algorithmics’ Algo Market
Analytics supports market risk capital measurement, management and mark-to-market, enabling
calculation of minimum capital under standardized

By offering a fully integrated view
of risk, Algo Market Analytics
helps financial institutions
eliminate the costs and
inconsistencies which can result
from accommodating multiple
systems and competing standards
across the enterprise.
and internal model approaches. The solution
captures and consolidates exposures arising from
multiple risk factors including interest rates, equity
markets, credit spreads, volatilities, foreign
exchange, power and commodities in over 20
different geographic markets. The range of risk
analytics offered incorporates stress testing,
simulation-based scenario generation, aggregation,
drill-down and portfolio optimization.
Users can benefit from easily scalable architecture, allowing customization to specific environments and emerging business requirements. The
solution also supports the integration of third-party
and proprietary valuation models.
By offering a fully integrated view of risk, Algo
Market Analytics helps financial institutions
eliminate the costs and inconsistencies that can
result from accommodating multiple systems and
competing standards across the enterprise.

Best Counterparty Risk
Management Solution Provider

Get the Counterparty Started
1
2
3

SunGard (17.2%)
Risk Val (14.5%)
Murex (11.5%)

The events of September 2008 turned the nightmare scenario that a major investment house could
become insolvent over a weekend into reality. The
collapse of Lehman Brothers demonstrated that
even a financial services giant with a solid reputation was not immune to failure, and it sent firms
running to shore up their counterparty risk
provisions.
In this climate, many market participants turned
to SunGard to monitor and tackle this hitherto
overlooked slice of risk. In a category newly created
for the 2009 Waters Rankings, the financial services
giant took the lead with 17.2 percent of all votes in
this category, compared to the 14.5 percent of votes
for runner-up RiskVal and 11.5 percent for third
place Murex. This close margin—less than 6
percentage points between the top three contestants—reveals how hot this market truly is in the
minds of Waters readers.
As a ubiquitous financial services IT provider,
SunGard has a sharp focus on counterparty risk.
This May, Nordea Bank signed on to use the
vendor’s Adaptiv Analytics to manage counterparty
credit exposure in its capital markets space. In the
same month, SunGard acquired the ICE Risk
solution from the IntercontinentalExchange. ICE
Risk is a real-time position-keeping and risk
management system that captures and values
exchange-traded and cleared products across
multiple trading venues. It will work closely with
SunGard’s Kiodesk commodity trading toolset. It
also provides exchange connectivity with real-time
trade feeds. According to SunGard, “a lower
tolerance for counterparty risk [is] leading many
commodity trading firms to favor clearing through
an exchange clearinghouse.”
Runner-up RiskVal’s risk management solution
moves beyond traditional risk assessment and
monitoring tools to provide in-depth, pre-trade and
during trade multifaceted risk analysis. The vendor
claims its risk solutions are in use in several
institutional investment firms and hedge funds.
Having a clear-eyed and sober view of counterparty risk is essential for your firm’s survival and
your client’s assets.
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Best Market Risk Solution Provider

Murex Stares Down Risk
As firms move toward the forthcoming recovery, the task at
the top of their to-do lists is “improve risk procedures.” They
are not alone. Sweeping reforms are now being made to
regulatory structures across the globe that highlight the
need for more capable risk management protocols and tools.
In light of this, Waters has dedicated a new Best Market
Risk Solution category to the 2009 Waters Rankings. This
addition recognizes those solutions that help financial
services firms deal with tumultuous equity, commodity and
currency markets and fluctuating interest rates. This year,
Murex debuts in first place by taking 16.2 percent of the
vote compared to RiskVal’s 12.9 percent and Algorithmics’
9.9 percent of all votes.
MX.3 is Murex’s third-generation integrated cross-asset
trading, processing and risk management platform and it
offers an enterprise-wide risk management framework for
value-at-risk (VaR), limits, compliance and collateral management. It comes equipped with a VaR Server that provides
parametric, historical or Monte Carlo VaR. A limits manage-

Best Credit Risk Solution Provider

RiskVal Takes Credit
After the sudden demise of Bear Stearns and the bankruptcy
of Lehman Brothers, many firms were given a painful
demonstration of the dangers of credit risk. Assets were
locked up in bankruptcy proceedings and creditors and
trading partners were left hoping their debts would at some
point be repaid.
This is the first year Waters has included a Credit Risk
Solution category, and it was won by New York-based RiskVal,
with 18.8 percent of the votes, with Algorithmics in second
with 10.4 percent, and Murex and Sophis tying for third with
9.2 percent each.
RiskVal’s credit risk solution, RVCredit, is fully integrated
with Markit’s pricing and reference data for credit and loanonly default swaps (CDSes and LCDSes), RED and loans and
is a complete credit risk system for trading and risk management. The RiskVal Credit solution is powered by Markit’s
Quote, which provides real-time data into the risk management framework. This helps risk managers achieve better
transparency in risk and profit-and-loss (P&L) management.
The credit solution also integrates with Markit MTP/DTCC for
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Murex (16.2%)
RiskVal (14.2%)
Algorithmics (9.9%)

ment component—MLC Compliance Monitor and Murex
Collateral Manager—is also part of the overall solution.
The MX Asset Manager portfolio management, trading and
straight-through processing system, which is designed for
investment, pension and insurance fund managers, includes
a powerful stress testing module that enables identification of
extreme market conditions on the fund or group of funds. It
sports a VaR module that creates VaR and benchmarked VaR
results and maintains limits on these results. The system also
provides comprehensive back testing, analysis and reporting.
Acknowledging that the world is getting smaller, second
place runner-up RiskVal offers a platform for Basel II compliance and VaR evaluation in multiple currencies. It provides
automated and custom reporting for complex fixed-income
portfolios and structured derivative product portfolios.
Third place holder Algorithmics’ market risk solutions
provide banks with a scalable, integrated risk platform to
measure, manage and control capital market exposures
across asset and liability functions.
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RiskVal (18.8%)
Algorithmics (10.4%)
Murex / Sophis (9.2%)

RVCredit, is fully integrated with
Markit’s pricing and reference data for
CDSes, LCDSes, RED and loans.
straight-through processing (STP) for trade confirmation and
settlement, making RVCredit a full front-to-back credit
derivatives trading platform.
The RiskVal credit solution is used by institutional banks
and hedge funds and handles both large and small credit
portfolios. RVCredit proved itself able to correctly handle
valuation, default event management and risk management
throughout the challenging credit markets of 2008, according
to the vendor. The RVCredit solution covers single name
trades, index and tranche risks, P&L attributions reports,
correlation trades and interest rate risks. For each risk report,
the graphical user interface (GUI) allows traders or risk
managers to flexibly navigate portfolio risks and drill down
through the risk reports at the book, strategy, sub-strategy
and trade levels to completely analyze their risk.
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Best CEP Solution Provider

Best Outsourcing Partner

Complex Events, Simple

Infosys Stays on Top
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Aleri/Coral8 and Tibco (22%)
Oracle (17.6%)
IBM (11.9%)

Complex event processing (CEP) has a simple
premise: Take the incoming data feeds and headlines and evaluate the breaking news to determine
the next trading strategy before the competition
knows what has happened. Political unrest in an
oil-producing nation? A wildcat strike in a tool
factory for car makers that are handling bankruptcy? All of this breaking news demands a
response.
Nearly all firms use algorithmic trading tools to
execute trades faster than humans—why not use
CEP to help make decisions faster than a real live
head of a trading desk? As one industry observer told
Waters, algorithmic trading and CEP can help firms
not only find better positions throughout the trading
day, it can help those firms exit positions that could
lose them money faster.

This year shows signs of true
maturity in the CEP space.
This year shows signs of true maturity in the
complex event processing space. Two CEP solution
providers tied for first place in the best CEP provider
category: Aleri/Coral8 and Tibco both earned 22
percent of the votes. Last year’s winner Oracle
accounted for 17.6 percent of votes and in third place,
IBM scored 11.6 percent in a hotly contested race. In
fact, both winners did not even place in last year’s
Waters Rankings.
Aleri is clearly showing strength from its recent
acquisition of Coral8 that took place earlier this year.
Aleri offers a rich set of development tools that allows
banks to build and deploy applications rapidly. These
tools analyze streaming event data in real-time to
deliver what Aleri calls Continuous Intelligence for
accurate and up-to-the-minute decisions and these
help speed up response times to changing conditions.
Tibco’s BusinessEvents solution helps financial
services firms identify meaningful patterns within the
myriad events and news that has an impact on
trading. With the recent release of version 3.0, Tibco
aims to expand its reported 40 percent CEP market
share, according to an IDC Study.

Infosys Technologies (24.5%)
Wipro (19.6%)
Accenture (14%)

The cost-cutting benefits of outsourcing are looking
more attractive to financial services firms in the
current economic climate. Although investment firms
will most likely retain unique core operations, industry
observers note that firms will turn to outsourcing
operations or ancillary processes.
Indian outsourcing giant Infosys Technologies takes
the Waters Rankings prize for Best Outsourcing
Partner for the third year running. Not only did the
Bangalore-based vendor win; it opened up a substantial lead over its competition after a close race in 2008.
Infosys garnered 24.5 percent of the vote compared to
nearest rival Wipro’s 19.6 percent and Accenture’s 14
percent.
Infosys pioneered the “global delivery model” that
provides clients with world-class processes and speed
of execution, strategic differentiation and operational
superiority. It partners with global clients to provide a
complete range of services spanning business and
technology consulting, application services, systems
integration, product engineering, custom software
development, maintenance, re-engineering, independent testing and validation services, IT infrastructure
services and business process outsourcing by
leveraging its domain and business expertise and
strategic alliances with major technology providers.
Infosys’ core banking package, Finacle, continues to
provide solutions and services that enable a shift in
strategic and operational priorities and address the
comprehensive technology-led business transformation requirements of corporate and universal banks
across the globe. The solution addresses the core
banking, e-banking, treasury and wealth management
and customer relationship management (CRM)
requirements of retail, corporate and universal banks
worldwide. Helping firms stretch their IT dollars, the
platform offers several powerful and differentiating
features that make it one of the most comprehensive,
flexible and scalable solutions in its class. This is
where Infosys shines.
Wipro has a strong presence in business process
outsourcing (BPO) and boasts a staff of more than
19,000 workers. Accenture’s outsourcing services
include application, infrastructure, and bundled
outsourcing which it offers to more than 600 clients.
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Best Hosting Provider

BT Is Top in Hosting
Hosting has become a mission-critical component for today’s
ambitious and competitive investment firms. Selecting a third
party to host a trading systems environment is an important
matter of trust for investment firms. In this new category, BT
won with 19.9 percent of the vote, while Thomson Reuters
followed in hot pursuit with 17.3 percent, followed by a tie for
third between Savvis and Linedata Services.
BT’s hosting capabilities, such as Radianz Proximity
Solution, move customers’ systems closer to execution venues
so that they are at the core of the market, irrespective of
where the customer is physically located. This service is
available in all major financial centers. It provides access to
the world’s largest secure networked financial services
community—BT’s Radianz community—where customers
can access over 11,000 financial customer locations and
services from over 260 leading providers of applications and
content. BT’s financial services hosting centers are designed,
managed and operated exclusively for participants in the
global financial services community. With BT’s Radianz

Best Trading Turret Provider

IPC in Front
Even in this age of BlackBerrys and other handheld devices,
trading turrets remain a fixture on traders’ desks—and
more often than not, those turrets have the IPC Systems
label. The trading turret and communications technology
vendor won 45.9 percent share of the vote over longtime
rival BT, which came in second with a strong 36.4 percent
of the vote. Orange Business Services came in third with 12
percent.
To meet traders’ needs, IPC Systems provides financial
services firms worldwide with communications solutions
that include Voice over IP (VoIP) technology and integrated
network and management services. IPC has been a
passionately vocal advocate of VoIP technology in the
financial services industry—and it has paid off. The vendor
has deployed VoIP solutions to Barclays Capital, Deutsche
Bank and Bank of America.
In March, IPC launched Alliance Express, a streamlined
trading floor communications system for small and mid-tier
firms. The package combines IPC’s Alliance MX communications platform with the On-Net trading community. IPC
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BT (19.9%)
Thomson Reuters (17.3%)
Savvis/Linedata Services (16.6%)

Proximity Solution, costs associated with managing and
maintaining trading and market data environments, including resources such as hardware, real estate and cooling costs,
can be reduced to a single monthly fee.
For customers who want to access the market at record
speeds, BT also offers Radianz Ultra Access, a high-speed,
fully-resilient capability that can reduce transaction and
market data transfer times to the sub-millisecond range.
For smaller investment firms that are turned off by the
expense of installing traditional trading turrets, BT offers
Hosted Turret Services, with the same functionality but none
of the maintenance burden. The core trading infrastructure—
BT’s Integrated Trading Systems (ITS) Platform—is hosted at
a BT datacenter and access is delivered through a secure
network. BT’s Radianz Shared Market Infrastructure eliminates the need for managing a complex web of connections,
direct lines and dedicated circuits. It can consolidate a firm’s
external connectivity onto a single connection, saving money,
time, circuits, equipment, maintenance and management.
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IPC (45.9%)
BT (36.4%)
Orange Business Services (12%)

IPC has been a passionately vocal
advocate of VoIP technology in the
financial services industry—and it has
paid off. The vendor has deployed VoIP
solutions to Barclays Capital, Deutsche
Bank and Bank of America.
says this will create a complete, end-to-end solution
integrating back-office hardware, its IQ/MAX desktop
trading turrets and exclusive global network of 3,500 sites.
BT recently expanded further into Asia by signing an
original equipment manufacturer (OEM) agreement with
Hitachi Communications Technologies. Hitachi will
distribute BT trading systems and applications to
financial services firms in Japan. Along with its VoIP
systems, BT offers a soft version of its turret called ITS
Anywhere, which operates on IP phones, PCs, mobile
phones and BlackBerrys.
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Best Back-Office Hardware Provider

Best Data Grid Provider

IBM in First

Big Blue Boosts Data Grids
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IBM (33.3%)
Hewlett-Packard (32.5%)
Oracle/Sun Microsystems (28.1%)

You can’t have a back office without a server farm
populated by high-performance machines and
workstations. Recognizing the role that hardware
plays in back office operations, Waters adds a new
category to our 2009 Waters Rankings: best backoffice hardware provider.
In an incredibly close race, IBM squeezed out
victory with 33.3 percent of all votes by beating a
hard-charging Hewlett-Packard in second place by
just 0.8 percentage points. Oracle/Sun
Microsystems made third place with a still
respectable 28.1 percent of the vote.

IBM’s win comes as no surprise.
It has a finger in just about every
pie in the back-office hardware
space and Big Blue is currently the
single largest provider of business
and technology solutions to the
financial services sector.
IBM’s win comes as no surprise. It has a finger in
just about every pie in the back-office hardware
space and Big Blue is currently the single largest
provider of business and technology solutions to
the financial services sector.
Some of the biggest advances of the last year are
in the ability to address complex systems, of which
the financial markets are a prime example, according to IBM representatives. To achieve this, the
hardware giant offers massive processing power
through its supercomputer systems.
Beyond high-profile and high-value projects,
IBM’s bread-and-butter systems are still very much
relied upon across the industry. A great deal of
IBM’s back-office hardware is based upon refined
and enhanced versions of technology that has been
serving the market for decades. Indeed, the IBM
mainframe celebrated its 40th anniversary back in
2004. Nevertheless, it has not rested on its laurels
as it retains its preeminent place in the market.
If your firm needs heavy metal in the back office,
Big Blue is the one to beat.

IBM (29.8%)
Oracle/Sun Microsystems (26%)
DataSynapse (11.1%)

The only thing that can manage the non-stop rush
and accumulation of data is a high-performance
network that provides the horsepower to make all
the information available—and make a small
amount of sense of it.
As data emerges as a true concern for CIOs,
Waters introduced a new category to highlight the
achievements in this important space: Best Data
Grid.
IBM took first place with 29.8 percent of votes.
In a close second-place showing, Oracle/Sun
Microsystems displayed its expertise in readers’
eyes with 26 percent of the vote. DataSynapse, the
grid solution mainstay, garnered 11.1 percent of all
votes.
In order for a data grid to work, it not only needs
fast and reliable CPUs; it needs an infrastructure
to handle enormous amounts of data—that means
terabytes and petabytes for even modest-sized
investment firms.
Although many banks have collapsed and
merged in the past year, the volume of data has
not subsided and experts predict it will continue
to climb. Firms must fortify their risk exposure in
the forthcoming recovery and this means instant
access to clean data and servers that can grind
the numbers into reports will become even more
important.
This is where a data grid comes in. In June, IBM
released WebSphere eXtreme Scale 7.0 for financial
services firms that need a robust system on which
to manage and extrapolate their data. The
updated solution offers simple data and database
caching that improves application performance
and reduces processing time as the user waits for
data to arrive.
A near cache provides local, in-process access
to data; if the record is not in near cache, it is
retrieved from the grid in order to speed up the
transaction. Real-time data and event mining
helps you manage the flow of real-time events and
news as it occurs, and moving application logic
adds zero latency.
When it comes to powering your data grid, IBM
is on the job.
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Best Server Virtualization

A Real Champ in Virtual Race
While risk management is all the rage, another technology has grown in importance and value. When a CIO has
to choose about where his or her dwindling IT dollars will
go, any option that extends power and saves money is
hard to ignore.
Along with cloud computing, server virtualization
has ascended from the “let’s see” stage to the “get it
now” phase.
For the third year in a row, VMWare won in the Best
Server Virtualization category in the Waters Rankings.
In a display of how tough this race has been, the
second and third place winners from last year were
wiped out by two established networking giants: IBM,
with 16.5 percent of the votes and Microsoft, with 15.3
percent of the votes. Although VMWare’s 34.5 percent
of the votes is a clear victory, it pales in comparison to
the 54 percent of the votes it received last year over
GemStone Systems and GigaSpaces.
Squeezing every dime out of a server is the rule of

Best Cloud Computing Provider

Microsoft Rules the Cloud
Investment firms have seen IT budgets shrink while
infrastructure and data demands have continued to grow.
CIOs have had to rethink how they approach IT, and cloud
computing—while still in the early stages of adoption at
financial services firms—promises to be a game-changing technology innovation.
To acknowledge this rapidly emerging technology
trend, Waters has added the new category of Best Cloud
Computing Provider, which was soundly won by
Microsoft with 33.8 percent of the votes. Google
followed in second with 18.5 percent and IBM took
home 16.2 percent.
Microsoft has several offerings in the cloud computing
space, starting with the Windows Azure Services
platform, which it calls its foundational cloud computing
operating system. Products such as .Net Services:
services bus, workflow and identity management; SQL
Services: database in the cloud; and Live Services:
consumer-based services in the cloud such as Virtual
Earth, all run atop Azure.
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VMWare (34.5%)
Microsoft (16.5%)
IBM (15.3%)

the day, and this is where server virtualization comes
to the rescue. Thanks to the way servers are built, the
vast majority of its horsepower is not used to the best
of its ability; in fact, it mostly resides dormant throughout the trading day. Thanks to virtualization, CPU
power can be sent where it is needed in an instant: Say
the market surges and calculations have to be made to
make sense to the new direction. For large-scale
projects—like remodeling a portfolio or calculating risk
exposures in a market that has seen more meltdowns
beyond the predictions of sober economists—the need
for compute power and the ability to make it available
has never been more urgent.
VMWare’s vSphere solution delivers resources and
applications when and where they are needed.
According to company claims, VMWare customers
save 50 to 70 percent on overall IT costs by consolidating their resource pools. In an era when every IT dollar
counts, VMWare is a real winner.
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Microsoft (33.8%)
Google (18.5%)
IBM (16.2%)

The software giant also offers Microsoft Online
Services—cloud versions of on-premises Microsoft
software that run in cloud datacenters on top of Azure.
These include Dynamics CRM Online, which competes
with Salesforce.com, and Office Live Meeting for cloudbased Web conferencing, and SharePoint Online for
collaboration and workflow management. For these
services, the back end is linked to the cloud and the front
end can either run in a pure browser, such as Outlook
Web Access, or be installed locally as a desktop application connected to the cloud.
Other related online services include Tellme, a cloudbased interactive voice response platform, and
Windows Live, a consumer services platform in the
cloud for services such as Web-based e-mail, social
networking platform People, instant messenger and
photo gallery. Microsoft also offers online data storage
capabilities as well as cloud-enabled basic versions of
popular Office applications. The trend is clear—software is moving to the cloud.
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Taming
the Beast
US regulators close in on the over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives markets. By Stewart Eisenhart
ver-the-counter (OTC) derivatives market participants have
known for some time now that
the days of dealing with nary a
regulator in sight were numbered. Following
various regulatory rumblings and preliminary proposals put forth by US and
European governments since the beginning
of the global credit crisis, the US Treasury
Department recently issued its most
concrete suggestion yet of the supervisory
structure it envisions for derivatives
markets. Many of the details remain
unclear, however, making it difficult for
hedge fund and asset managers active in
these markets to determine specifically how
new regulation will impact their technology
and operational infrastructures. But that
doesn’t mean they’re not preparing.
Even as the hedge fund industry gears up
for an expected new push by US regulators
to register with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC), new rules
targeting OTC derivatives markets could
have just as significant an impact on how
hedge funds and investment managers do
business, and which technologies they will
need to do so.
No doubt buy-side firms would like to
know exactly how a new regulatory regime
for OTC derivatives would affect them
operationally, but although more details of
what the Obama Administration has in
mind have come to light in recent weeks, a
fully fleshed-out plan has yet to surface.

O

SCANT DETAIL
The most comprehensive outline to date of
the US regulatory framework for OTC
derivatives was issued by the US Treasury
in mid-June as part of a 90-page white
paper, Financial Regulatory Reform: A New
Foundation.
Arguing for “comprehensive” regulation
of credit default swaps (CDSes) and other
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OTC derivatives, the paper outlines four
public policy objectives that the Treasury’s
new rules are designed to address. First is
the prevention of OTC derivative market
activities from creating systemic risk.
Second is creating greater transparency
and efficiency within these markets. Third,
regulation should prevent market abuses
such as fraud or manipulation, and fourth,
regulation should prevent inappropriate
marketing of OTC derivatives to “unsophisticated” parties.
To address systemic risk issues, the
Treasury would mandate clearing of all
“standardized” derivative instruments
through regulated central counterparties
(CCPs), required to maintain stronger
margin requirements and risk controls. The
proposal also raised regulatory capital
requirements for more customized derivative trades that do not fall under the central
clearing mandate.
To increase market transparency, the
Treasury has enabled the SEC and the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC) to require new recordkeeping and
reporting on all OTC derivative transactions, either through CCPs for standardized
instruments or by the reporting of customized transactions to a regulated trade
repository.
There are also provisions for moving more
standardized components of derivatives
transactions to regulated exchanges or
electronic trading venues, but details of
exactly how these regulations would go into
effect have yet to be disclosed, leaving open
the questions of how or whether investment
managers will have to comply with them.

INITIAL REACTIONS
Based on what has been proposed so far,
buy-side sources caution against prescribing operational or technology adjustments
before all details are finalized, but some say

a high-level idea of the new regulation’s
impact can be pieced together.
A spokesperson for a Washington, DCbased hedge fund lobbying group who
insisted on anonymity for this article
expresses general support for the administration’s proposals, but does expect some
degree of impact on the group’s members in
terms of cost.
“We’re generally supportive of the effort,
and our members view it as a positive
thing, but there will probably be some
additional expense on their part in terms of
making sure they have the infrastructure to
clear trades that
are clearable,
and in terms of
actually having
to report their
trades to the
extent that
those trades are
not currently
reported,” says
the source.
Karel Engelen, ISDA
“The cost in
mitigating risks associated with counterparty trading is something our members
would rather pay than have those risks on
their books,” the source continues, noting
that such costs will vary depending on how
active individual managers are in derivatives markets, as well as how sophisticated
their technology infrastructures are in
terms of supporting OTC trading.
“There are still some details to be
hammered out—what, for example, do they
mean by standardization?” adds the source.
“The final bill will show a more complete
picture, but we are happy with what has
been presented so far.”
Alexander Kouperman, member of hedge
fund industry organization The Hedge Fund
Association and president of hedge fund
technology service provider InfoHedge,
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—Barclays

Capital
(BarCap), the investment
banking division of Barclays
Bank, has selected Caplin
Systems’ Web-based trading
application for BarCap’s Fixed
Income eCommerce offering, officials announced today,
Oct. 20.
“Barclays has been successful with its Barclays Automated Real-time Execution
(BARX) FX Trading [foreign
exchange (FX) platform]. …
They are now extending their
online trading offering into
all areas of fixed income,”

says Paul Caplin, CEO of
Caplin Systems. By using the
new platform, the investment
bank will allow its institutional buy-side clients to trade
rates products over the Web,
he explains. Barclays Capital
officials didn’t respond to a
request for comment by press
time.
Despite the present market conditions, Caplin says he
sees growing enthusiasm for
multi-product, single-dealer
portals. “In the current financial crises, focus is shifting
back from proprietary trad-

ing toward client service. …
[Banks] now have the need to
provide high quality to their
clients, to rely on client flow,”
he says.
Caplin Trader is a client
connectivity platform incorporating a rich Internet
application (RIA) that enables financial institutions to
offer sophisticated multi-asset
online trading in a browser,
according to officials. The
advanced drag-and-drop Ajax
front-end helps end users create individual screen layouts
to their exact requirements,

    

  

and the configurable trade
model facilitates the rollout of
new products, add officials.
Barclays Capital and Caplin
Systems started talks in the
end of 2007, according to
Caplin. “They began a fullscale pilot early in 2008 and
signed the deal three months
after that,” he says. Although
Caplin declines to reveal the
live date, he adds that most
of Caplin Trader projects take
four to six months to go into
production.
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continued on page 2

Icap Plans to
Launch MTF

Open Source
Gains in Front Office

—Interdealer broker Icap is one step closer
to achieving exchange status as it prepares to deploy
a new multilateral trading
facility (MTF), according to
officials.
The firm applied to the
U.K. Financial Services
Authority (FSA) for exchange
status last year. For the MTF,
the firm plans to cover both
voice and electronic execution, says Cathryn Lyall,
COO for exchange projects at
Icap. “We’re aiming for quite
a unique model,” she adds.

  —In an effort to
bring open source to the sell
side, open-source order management system (OMS) developer Marketcetera is teaming
with professional services firm
dbConcert to create a services
package for broker-dealers,
officials tell DWT.
The new offering from
Marketcetera and dbConcert
is designed to help brokerdealers monitor their trading
platforms, according to Graham Miller, CEO of Marketcetera.
End users can now monitor

Icap already has all the
necessary
infrastructure
internally to build the MTF,
according to officials. The
plan is to work with “very
innovative” products that are
not currently listed in any
other markets, adds Lyall.
From a technology perspective, Icap officials intend
to use a “recognized” system
that can offer the functionality and flexibility required
for some of the new products traded on the MTF.
continued on page 2
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their network connections,
track order flow, analyze market positions and measure
profit and loss from a single open-source platform, say
officials.
The two firms first spoke
about developing a joint
offering in March and have
other projects in the pipeline focusing on the buy side,
according to Steve Ferrando,
CEO of dbConcert. “We’re
combining their strengths of
building a platform for algocontinued on page 2
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expresses misgivings about too broad a
regulatory crackdown on OTC derivatives
markets, but does see merit in the widely
anticipated centralized clearing component
of the Treasury’s proposal.
“The best way to achieve more centralized regulation is to create a centralized
derivatives clearing venue,” Kouperman
says. “I think the industry needs this first
and foremost to alleviate a lot of the pain
and create more transparency, and in fact
make oversight and regulation a lot simpler.”
Kouperman sees significant short-term
effort in order to bring about an effective
central clearing mechanism, but those
efforts will ultimately result in a better
marketplace. “It’s a tremendous undertaking, but essentially it will bring more
efficiency to the marketplace and alleviate
the huge amount of scrutiny heading
toward our community,” he says.

TECHNOLOGY PRECEDENT
The less-than-inflammatory reactions
expressed by industry advocates to
derivatives regulation so far proposed
hardly means they don’t anticipate any
sort of impact upon managers in terms of
infrastructure changes. But the main
thrust of what regulators have rolled out—
central clearing—is an issue managers
and their counterparties broke ground on
some years ago. It gets trickier, though,
when it comes to allowing investment
managers more direct access to clearing
platforms heretofore utilized by brokers
and banks.
So says Karel Engelen, director and
global head of technology solutions at the
International Swaps and Derivatives
Association (ISDA), a key participant in
negotiations with regulators hashing out
new marketplace rules.
“The technology direction regarding
OTC derivatives is clearly moving toward
central counterparties and central clearing,
and also toward increased transparency by
requiring data repositories to store copies
of each of your OTC derivative trade
transactions,” Engelen says. “The move
toward central clearing and trade repositories is happening already in the industry,
but one of the newer developments is the
commitment to allow buy-side access to
those clearing platforms, and that is an
area that will require a lot of technology
investment.”
Engelen notes that the Depository Trust
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& Clearing Corp. (DTCC) already provides
clearing services and warehousing for
credit derivatives, but typically only very
large asset managers have their own
connections to the DTCC’s trade information warehouse. If the Obama Administration’s final rules require buy-side firms to
establish their own connectivity to the
DTCC’s services, he anticipates that most
will do so via third-party providers such as
Omgeo and T-Zero.
“If you look at how to provide buy-side
access to central clearing, more needs to
happen, just because clearing ties into
processing of OTC trades,” he says. “That
process is something that funds need to
look at to the extent that they have trades
to clear and that impacts their risk exposures and margin calls.”
But given the shaky economic environment, buy-side investments in technologies
related to derivatives clearing and access
to the DTTC’s warehouse will vary,
according to Engelen; larger-tier managers
with greater exposures to OTC products
have been more proactive in this regard
than other buy-side sectors.
“The technology investment associated
with central clearing of OTC derivatives is
something managers are preparing for,” he
says. “But it hasn’t happened yet because
the work to allow buy-side access to central
clearing is still in the planning phase.”

FACILITATING AN
ELECTRONIC MARKET
Of course, what might spur greater
investments in clearing and warehousingrelated infrastructures among investment
managers is a regulatory mandate to do so.
Indeed, new regulation may ultimately
push OTC derivatives markets more rapidly
in an electronic direction.
Kevin McPartland, senior analyst at
financial technology consultancy Tabb
Group, sees significant parallels between
where some OTC derivatives markets are
now and other asset classes—foreign
exchange (FX) and treasuries—that moved
from OTC to electronic environments.
“There’s a lot of similarity to draw upon
between the FX and treasury markets and
where CDSes and interest-rate swaps are
now,” says the analyst, adding that the
manner in which other asset types
transitioned to electronic trading platforms
should prove instructive.
“That’s where the CDS market needs to

go, not to an exchange structure but to an
electronic platform,” McPartland says. “In
some respect this market is being built from
scratch, so we have the benefit of everything we’ve learned from equities and
options and FX.”

BUY-SIDE IMPACT UNKNOWN
While buy-side industry sources can more
or less piece together a broad idea of how
proposed derivatives market regulation
could affect buy-side participants, just
how directly those rules will impact
managers has yet to be made clear, even
after the Treasury’s latest white paper on
the subject.
“It’s difficult to anticipate what is going to
happen,” says Ian Cuillerier, a partner in the
structured products and derivatives
practice at New York law firm White and
Case. “There is likely going to be central
clearing at some level for some contracts,
but we don’t know the scope of how that
will happen or the scope of how it will be
implemented.”
Cuillerier adds that technologies already
employed by managers enabling nascent
participation in centralized clearing
platforms will likely pass muster under new
regulation, but says he questions whether
buy-side firms will face any additional
requirements beyond current trading
arrangements for CDS contracts.
“For the most part, what is already there
for CDS contracts is between dealers, so the
end users don’t get a view of what is
happening,” he says. “Their world has not
really been impacted—they are still facing
dealers and doing trades bilaterally.
“So the first step will be figuring out
what the model will be for clearing, which
contracts will be covered, and then once
those issues are addressed we will move
to the secondary step of broadening this
effort to end-users, although I’m not sure
that the regulation will be broadened to
end users,” Cuillerier continues, noting
that in other asset classes end users
typically deal with brokers who are also
members of clearing exchanges, eliminating direct involvement.
“At some level, what impact will this
have? It is too early to tell whether there will
be a direct impact and how trading
relationships will go forward.” n
A version of this story appeared in Waters
sibling publication Buy-Side Technology.
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Tear Down

the Silos

Information silos exacerbated the financial crisis and prevented firms from seeing it coming.
Standardized financial contracts are the way forward. By Willi Brammertz
he evolution of IT in the banking
industry is driven by the constant
pressures of financial innovation
and regulatory compliance. In
combination with IT vendors plying their
wares, this has led to the widely recognized
problem of information silos, which is
prevalent in the financial industry. As a
result, we see conceptual chaos with the
high cost and low quality of financial
analysis.
Silos make communication and analysis
within a bank a difficult task, especially at
the higher level of the management
hierarchy, where information from different
sources must be combined. It is a telling
example that UBS needed six months to
realize the full extent of its collateralized
debt obligation (CDO) exposure. When
outside actors are involved, be it investors,
regulators or other financial institutions,
information silos and the lack of conceptual
clarity aggravate this problem still.
The current financial crisis is to an
important extent also an information crisis.
We do not argue that lack of information or
its low quality is the sole cause of this crisis.
Depending on one’s inclination, trade
imbalances, lax regulation, monetary policy,
greed or other factors have surely played a
more important role. However, had better

T
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information been available to risk managers, investors and regulators, the true extent
of the problems in the financial sector would
have been recognized much earlier. In this
regard, the current crisis offers a unique
window of opportunity for rebuilding the
information infrastructure for financial
analysis along rational lines.

THE PROBLEM
Figure 1 shows the fundamental inputs to
financial analysis and its constituent
outputs. The central input element is the
financial contract, which should be
understood as an agreement between two
parties that defines how cash flows are to
be exchanged over its lifetime. These cash
flow exchanges typically follow well-defined
patterns. For example, a typical fixed bond
pattern consists of an initial principal cash
flow followed by periodic interest payments
and a final payment at maturity. Floating
bonds specify in addition a schedule of rate
resets and the precise rule for calculating
the new interest rate at each reset date.
Such patterns do not only apply to bonds,
but can also be found in many retail
products such as term deposits, or loans.
Other patterns are mortgage amortization
schedules, futures, options and so on.
Contract patterns typically depend on

market conditions—for
example, when
interest rates of
bonds are reset
or future cash
flows are
discounted to
their present
value. From an
analytical
Willi Brammertz, FRSGlobal
perspective
these conditions are not complete since
financial contracts are only promises to
exchange cash flows. Promises, however,
are not always kept, so counterparty
information such as default probabilities
must be taken into account as well.
Some financial contracts, such as saving
or checking accounts, lack precisely
defined cash flows. Other contracts, such
as mortgages with an implicit or explicit
prepayment feature, are characterized by a
“fuzziness,” which does not lend itself to an
easy analytical treatment. The statistical
nature of such behavioral aspects makes it
necessary to model them as a separate
input element. Market rates, counterparties
and behavior are risk factors where
financial contracts represent the stable part
of the system.
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Figure 1

Once the input elements are established,
it is possible to calculate for each contract a
corresponding sequence of financial events,
which can be thought of as points in time
when a contract rule is triggered—for
example, interest is paid or the principal is
partly amortized—and whose value
depends on the prevailing market, counterparty and behavioral conditions. Financial
events are the building blocks on which all
financial analysis is built. The two primary
views of finance, liquidity and value, can be
readily derived from them and in parallel.
Value in turn is used to obtain income and
sensitivity. Risk analysis—for example,
liquidity, earnings or value at risk (VaR)—
can be derived as well. These five analysis
elements—liquidity, value, income,
sensitivity and risk—form the basis of any
financial analysis.

THE MISSING LINK
In practice, there are well-defined standards
for three of the four input elements. For risk
factors, the standard is de facto defined by
Thomson Reuters and Bloomberg, which
largely control the dissemination of market
data. Counterparty information is not
standardized to the same extent and
cannot be readily exchanged between
financial firms. However, it is standardized
within single institutions and it would not
be too difficult to establish a common
minimal standard for it, although the
exchange of this information is more
problematic due to privacy and confidentiality considerations.
Even the behavior element, which a priori
is the least amenable to standardization,

can be standardized to some
extent. A typical example is
provided by mortgage prepayment factors in the US banking
industry.
The only input element that
has not gone through any type
of standardization is the
financial contract. Absent
standardization, financial
contracts are treated in various
ways. In quantitative finance it
is common to treat contracts as
idealized points, considering
only their value aspects and
essentially reducing them to a
single risk factor. At the other
extreme, which is prevalent at
banks, financial contracts are
treated as a loose bunch of attributes upon
which any algorithm can be unleashed to
calculate any desired result. In the middle
are transaction systems where contracts are
duly represented as patterns representing
the mutual agreement between the two
parties. However, each transaction system
has its own representation of a contract.
Given their pivotal role within financial
analysis, why are contracts not standardized? Part of the answer lies with the
historical, piecemeal evolution of the IT
infrastructure in the financial industry.
Another reason is probably the aforementioned innovation and regulatory pressure.
Equally important, however, is the inherent
desire of the financial industry to mystify its
products—an art brought to the point where
neither the seller nor the buyer understands
them anymore.
The objection that financial contracts did
not get standardized due to their endless
flexibility and complexity does not hold
water, as a very large majority of financial
contracts follow roughly two dozen welldefined patterns. This lack of standardization is one of the culprits sustaining the silo
architecture within banks. Could it be that
contracts were never standardized because
silos are much loved by many stakeholders
within the financial sector?

THE STEP FORWARD
Settling on a standard representation of
contract types would be an essential step
in solving the information problem and
would play an important role in restoring
confidence to the financial industry.
Realistically, however, there is little hope

that such a change will happen without
regulatory intervention.
At least one initiative in this direction
in the US is the National Institute of
Finance (NIF) , which proposes a central
repository of contract and counterparty
information. In order for the NIF not to be
buried under a mass of unstructured data,
it must collect it in a structured way as
shown in Figure 1.
The NIF would not only collect data,
but would also make publicly available
the algorithms that turn input data into
financial events and by extension, the
liquidity, value, income, sensitivity and
risk analysis elements. This approach
amounts to a sea change in regulatory
practice that currently focuses on
analysis elements only. Analysis elements
however, implicitly rely on risk-factor
assumptions that cannot be derived after
the fact. The current practice is especially disastrous if consistency between
financial actors is an issue, as in systemwide stress tests, which will become a
regular part of financial control in the
future. By shifting their focus from
analysis to input elements, regulators will
be able to address the consistency
problem directly and effectively.

BENEFITS
Regulators would benefit by gaining a
clear insight into financial institutions,
with system-wide stress tests—now
involving thousands of consultants—
becoming a standard exercise. In the
short term, such improvements could play
a role in the much needed reestablishment of confidence in the financial
system. In the long term, it will positively
contribute to its stability. The financial
industry itself stands to benefit from such
a development as well. As silos crumble,
the quality of analysis and communications inside banks would improve, much
to the joy of the CEOs and CFOs, who
often have too little knowledge of what
actually happens on the ground. Financial
investors would also benefit since
standardized contracts would help them
gain a better understanding of what they
buy into. n
The author is the chief risk advisor at
FRSGlobal and co-author of the book
Unified Financial Analyisis: The Missing
Links of Finance (2009).
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STREAMING QUOTES

Max Bowie

The Greatest

Show on Earth?

o, how ’bout that SIFMA show? As I
write this column, we are gearing up for
the annual excitement that is the
Securities Industry and Financial
Markets Association Technology Management
Conference. And since I’m not psychic, I’ll have to
hedge my bets a little about some of my predictions for what will be this year’s exciting new
technologies. But didn’t [INSERT COMPANY]
have a great booth? And don’t you agree that the
new [INSERT PRODUCT] will revolutionize the
business? And wasn’t it hilarious when Waters
editor Phil Albinus got in that drunken fight with
[INSERT D-LIST CELEBRITY]?
I’ve never been to Las Vegas, but I imagine the
atmosphere is similar—minus the NYC smoking
ban—with high rollers circling a large hall devoid
of daylight, the tables using strategies from free
drinks to scantily-clad models to lure you in,
while the stale air hums with the sound of
hundreds of machines designed to make you rich,
accompanied by bright lights and a never-ending
party circuit. While the financial markets’ recent
rollercoaster ride has left investors feeling that
once-safe investments have proved a gamble,
SIFMA is all about technologies that take Lady
Luck out of the equation, and guarantee firms can
hit the jackpot, no matter the hand they are dealt.
But this year, SIFMA attendees have something else to think about instead of just the
principles of “bigger, better, faster, more,”—
namely, the financial crisis that saw technology
spending grind to a halt at the end of last year,
though it has picked up again in 2009.
In a Q&A in the June 22 issue of Inside Market
Data, vendors say the crisis has led trading firms
to fine-tune their decision-making processes
around new technology spending, with firms
seeking more bang for their buck, and greater
return on investment in shorter time periods.
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Some say this will lead firms to reassess legacy,
in-house developed systems, which creates
opportunities for third-party vendors and
managed service providers, while others say
firms will focus on gaining more value by reengineering existing systems.
But even in a downturn, firms are being forced
to keep spending on low-latency technologies
and increased capacity to give them an advantage. But beyond that, Q&A respondents saw a
range of new areas attracting spend over the next
year: technologies that reduce space and power
consumption, hardware-acceleration, and data
products that support mobility.
Reducing space and power is no longer just a
“green IT” issue; it’s a serious cost issue—more
servers, the datacenter space they take up and
the power needed to keep them all running cost
money. And this argument—price, rather than
principles—is more likely to prove a driver of
change in the financial markets.
Hardware acceleration, while promising faster
speeds and higher capacity, can contribute to
this, by cutting down the number of servers
running software, into a single, hardware-based
appliance running the same processes.
Meanwhile, mobile data is becoming more
appealing to a new generation of professionals.
Though the mobile data market has been tough
to crack—the usability of early pager products
and the first generation of BlackBerrys was still
very limited—the latest smartphones and
wireless devices with large displays and touchscreen technology lend themselves to being able
to display and manipulate data, portfolios and
watchlists—as evidenced by the new mobile
data vendors exhibiting at SIFMA.
But if you ask me, the hottest new technologies
will be [INSERT TOP SECRET TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT]. See? We’re all on the same page. n
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Rob Daly

Fast as the Speed
of Thought
ack in 1982, Clint Eastwood directed
and starred in his only sciencefiction movie, Firefox.
In it, Eastwood played a Vietnam
War veteran recruited by the US government to
steal a Soviet fighter jet prototype equipped
with a neural response interface, which
allowed the pilot to fire the fighter’s weapons
just by thinking about it. The idea was to
reduce the pilot’s reaction time in combat by
removing the physical action of pulling the
trigger or pressing the button. The pilot thinks
“launch missiles” and boom goes another
capitalist pig blown out of the wild blue yonder.
Fast-forward 27 years, and Hollywood’s
neural link concept has become a reality that
can be found in a toy store near you next
month. The gadget is called Star Wars
Science, and is sold by Uncle Milton. Although
it is supposed to remind you of Luke
Skywalker’s light saber training on the
Millennium Falcon, it really looks like it should
be an interactive exhibit in a science museum.
Star Wars Science consists of a clear plastic
tube that is capped on both ends, with an
electric fan in its base that levitates a plastic
ball. The cool thing about it is that the user
controls the fan via a headset from NeuroSky.
It looks like a standard headset with an
additional small boom that extends over the
user’s forehead.
By changing ones thoughts, the user can
control the speed of the fan, which determines
how high the ball will float.
From a design perspective, this is as simple
as it gets. The user is only changing a single
setting on a potentiometer. Think one way and
the fan goes faster. Think another way and the
fan slows down or stops. This might be a far
cry from what William Gibson envisioned in
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his 1984 cyberpunk opus Neuromancer—
which introduced the concept of cyberspace
to the world—but you have to crawl before you
can walk.
Why is any of this relevant to financial
technology? The answer is simple: A lot of
technology used in the recreational and retail
devices of the day can end up being incorporated in tomorrow’s trading technology. It is a
simple trend where most of the initial research
and development is done outside the financial
technology space and, once accepted by a
sufficient user base, it is ruggedized for the
trader community. Imagine, for example, how
the trading floors will look in the next five to
seven years as they start supporting traders
whose preferred communication medium is
the smart phone rather than a PC or landline.
While something like Star Wars Science is a
fun and intriguing gadget, it is doubtful that
brainwave-sensing technology will wind up
being widespread on the trading floor. It could,
however, prove an interesting rain-making
platform to offer retail investors as a flashy
new interface, or to physically disabled clients
unable to handle a keyboard and mouse.
The biggest drawback when it comes to
adopting technology like this on the trading
floor is latency. A thought-only trading system
may prove faster than any other manual
trading system out there, but it still relies on
human response time, which means it will
never match the performance of a welldesigned high-performance electronic trading
system. When it comes to processing data, the
human brain cannot compete with today’s
computers.
At least for the time being, trading algorithms writers’ jobs are as secure as they can
be in this market. n
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NEWS IN NUMBERS

billion will be

spent on software
in Eastern Europe
this year, an increase of just 4 percent, the slowest
year-on-year growth of all emerging regions.
Financial services firms accounted for 21.7 percent
of software spending in 2008, but this figure is
likely to decline due to troubles facing the region’s
banking sector. Source: Gartner

6.37

194
percent
of CAC 40 trades were
conducted by multilateral
trading facility (MTF) Bats
Europe in the week
ending June 12,
a new record.
The upstart
MTF, which
has moved
aggressively
to cut its
prices,
weighed in with
5.23 percent on
the FTSE 100 and 4.75
percent on the Dax.

minutes were
lost from UK-based
multilateral trading
facility (MTF) Turquoise’s
trading day on June 10 following
technical issues related to a complex
dark order matching scenario. Trading was halted at 8:26 a.m.
UK time. Members were later able to reconnect to the platform
for a pre-opening session, which lasted from 11:40 a.m. until
12 p.m. when continuous trading commenced. Nordic MTF
Burgundy experienced its own outage six days earlier due to a
problem in its FIX gateway. Source: Dealing with Technology

89.6

Source: Fidessa Fragmentation Index

$1.7
billion will
be the global IT
spend associated
with governance,
operational risk,
and compliance
activities in 2011,
up from $1.4
billion in 2008—a
compound annual
growth rate of 6.6
percent overall.
Source: Celent
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percent of over
200 buy- and sellside respondents
actively trading foreign exchange (FX)
plan to increase spending on low latency
technologies in the next 18 months, according to
a survey from CEP vendor StreamBase Systems.
Some 64.6 percent of respondents execute FX
trades electronically to improve execution speed
while 68.7 percent use, or are planning to use,
algorithms. Source: StreamBase Systems

10

percent

decline in new deals was
reported by vendors of
globally deployed banking
platforms surveyed by
Forrester from 2007 to
2008. Only two firms
increased their counted deals: Open
Solutions and SunGard. Source: Forrester
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